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Teenage Baby Sitter Is Slain By Classmate
Resisting Of Students

Girl, 13, Charged In
Knife Slaying Of Pal

(Editorial)

Problems within the Memphis retest their students when
city school system are general- they surpassed
white children.
ly handled in such a manner
that they do not reach the head- Only a few years ago, Negro
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
Witnesses said the body of the
lines beyond our city. But the teachers here were embarrassPittman
girl was found slumped
case of the 90 first-year Spa- ed when it was claimed they!
"Mama, Mama, Mama, I
over a coffee table when
nish students at Melrose iligh were &Mg a job inferior to
didn't mean to hurt Willie Mae.]
police arrived. They said she
school who made "impossible white teachers. Veteran teachShe told me she was going to!
seemed to have been stabbed
scores" on a Spanish Achi Ye- ers who have been giving tests
fight fair I wasn't looking for
in the heart, and was dead
ment Test near the end of the for years now know what points
knives to be mixed up in it.;
when carried from the apartfinal semester has become not to stress in order to have their
I'd rather Willie Mae kill me.
ment.
only the talk of the town, but children score high and elimiI didn't want to kill her."
nate the badge of inferiority.
It was stated by some witof the nation.
That is the manner in which
nesses that one of the boys
We know that to he true, be- Having to retake a test, the
13-year-ol
d
Annie
Lavon
Akins
who accompanied Annie Lavon
cause editors and writers from NAACP claims, gives the Nelet her mother, Mrs. Annie
to the scene, gave her a knife
as far away as Pittsburgh have gro student a feeling of racial
E. Akins, 906 Siluderdale,
when the girls began scuffling.
called us to learn the latest in inferiority.
know what happe
late FriSome
will
argue
that
a
child
the natter of the students who
day night, June 9, after she It was at first alleged that
have refused to be retested. who has scored high once will
stabbed
her childheod friend the girls fell out over a boy
It was reported on Sunday either repeat or exceed the
and
classmate
, Willie Mae friend. But, according to one of
that 22 of the 90 have gone to performance.
Pittman,
13,
to
death with a the parents, Mrs. Akins, the
But
whtt about the Melrose
the Board of Education, taken
trouble had been brewing for
knife.
the same test, and have landed students?
some time. Mrs. Akins said
The two girls engaged in a
no higher than the 66 percentile There is no question in our
her daughter and the Pittman
fight
mind
at
the
that
something
home of Miss
unusual
—a good score—but 33 points.
girl had been close friends for
g average of more than manager Tyrone Moss. Stand- Pittman's older sister, Mrs. more than two years. They
below what was made by the has transpired in this case and CHAMPION COBRAS — The,gro team to play in the Sta ha
regardless
what
of
Juanita
Dean.
has
occurCarver
431-J
High
Cobras
School
Tournamen
Vance
only
t,
to lose last"
class as a whole when the test
for four years and was ing, same order, are Calvin
were in the same class in the
red in the past, this is a justi- baseball team this year won week. Here the team is seen
bone of Cobras: Jerome: Todd, Jerome Townsend, Syl- avenue, around 11:30 p.m., public school they attended.
was orginally administered.
fiable
instance
for retesting.
the Division I championship with Coach Robert Crawford.
The Board of Education has
t, Lewis Aldridge. Fred- vester Brooks, Jimmie McKin- Willie Mae was baby-sitting for they called each other on the
amison, pitcher with two ney, Calvin Peppers, Law- her sister at the time.
decided to keep the children's If it were a case where the for the third straight year, Kneeling from left are Russell
telephone
c o nstantly, they
academic grade would be low- their third District champion- Jamison, Frank Leonard, Wiln Oilers to his credit, who rence Ben, Larry Stevenson, Mrs. Dean is an employee of wore each other's clothes,
report cards until they take
and
ered, ye could understand this ship, and took the Regional lie Rogers, captain of the h
the test. Sonic parents have aps been drafted by St. Louis I pitching star in Regional: and Baptist Hospital and works attended the same juvenile
reluctance
No
.
one
should
have
crown to become the first Ne- team, and catcher who had a
pealed to the Memphis branch
nights, and her younger sister parties and entertainm
inals: Melvin Davis, and Coach Crawford.
ents.
of the NAACP, which has turn- any fear about making an
often did a baby-sitting chore
Some two or three weeks behonest
achievement score. The
ed the matter over to attorfor her four young children,
fore the closing of school this
neys, who are studying the law test should be taken without
ranging in age from 4 to 8
year, Mrs. Akins said she
to determine if the Board has futher delay.
years of age. The children
noticed that her daughter had
the legal power to withhold But wait until next year.
were present when the fight
stopped
Students
her close association
may
have
learned
a
grade cards under such circumoccurred.
new way to make unpopular
with Willie Mae. She said
stances.
The two girls reportedly Annie Lavon showed
signs of
The Memphis branch of the teachers tremble • study hardi
agreed to meet and fight over being afraid
and
score
in
the
top
percentile
or reluctant to
NAACP claims that the Spanish
a
disagreem
ent.
of children taking that subject,
go to school.
class incident is only one of a
The Center for Cooperativeieryone concerned with the ed• According to witnesses there
with, say, the 95th percentile as
large number of complaints it a
u in Urbau Education • ecation of children- •
were several other persons. She told in detail how Annie
Roy Wilkins and Dr. Martini
goal.
Lavon would ask other children
has received where Negro
e4
4f,EA
under,.th
LIII
Luther •King, Jr. are anwagt
Now what class will be
• (..:fliptia.vs 'Wilt be pliieed on boys -ad girls,'kith the Akins to wait for
her zo co to and
teachers have been directed tel first to
crifft6on of Dr. Elliott S. Sim- a
try that form of torture? an array of national leaders;
democratic
educational girl when the attack occurred.
school. When
Mrs.
piro, Rochester, New York, is framework where representa- They said they heard scuffling from
who will deliver addresses
offering a unique program for tives from the community, in the Dean apartment, then Akins said she asked her
during the 27th Annual Conpersons interested in taking school, the universities and screams, and finally a crash. daughter what was the trouble,
vention of the National Newsthe girl was reluctant to tell
leadership positions as urban colleges,
paper Publishers Association
organizations Some said they saw the her the details.
and
educators.
school
at the Statler-Hilton in Clevefrom the larger community actual stabbing on the back
Dr. Shapiro said, "We are will have a voice in education- porch of the apartment at Later she discovered that
land, Ohio, June 21-24.
there had been some misunderparticularly
seeking
Negro al change.
431-J. The
Dean
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
children standing
between Annie Lamen
women
with
bachelor
and
president of the
Southern
Persons taking the intern- joined in the screaming, and von and Willie Mae. about
of arts or science degrees who
the
older
boy,
8,
Christian Leadership Confergave
1
the
ship program will receive 12
Isomething that had happened at
Did the manager of Linden a minority
would be eager to participate
ence, Bahamian Government
graduate credit hours, a sti- police a convincing description ,
branch of First National Bank community element in the white official
democratic
in a
ally-oriented
Arthur Foulkes, and
i
, and "we insist that
(See Page 2)
pend of $75 a week plus $15 of the assailants.
say "nigger" or "nigra" in this
education program. Persons of
must not be done to Ne- Roy Wilkins will speak to the
dependent
each
perand
for
,
describing the three men from groes."
other ethnic groups and those
publishers of the 172 Negromanent certification for New
Chicago who rushed into the It suggested
with bachelors in education deoriented
publicatio
ns
that
on
Thursthreefold
York.
bank Tuesday, June 6, then action
grees will also be considered.'
be taken: fire the man- day, June 22.
leaped over the counter and ager of the Linden
Some 20 interns will be se- More information may be obGuyana Ambassador E. R.
branch;
isscooped up $41,000, only to be sue a public apology
lected to become actively in- tained by writing: "Center for
to Negroes Braithwaite and Mississippi's
apprehended on the parking for the insult, and
volved in classroom teaching Cooperative Action in Urban
instructions Charles Evers will appear on
lot when two squad cars of be issued to all
various elementary school Education, 46 Moran Street,
at
officers and Friday, June 23.
ROY.WILKINS
Rochester, New York."
police drove up?
employees that the words "nig- Ohio Assemblyman Carl B.
levels.
The Memphis branch of the ra" and/or "nigger" will not be
Regularly
scheduled
workThe program is being coStokes, who barely missed be- president of Johnson PublishNAACP is not sure which term tolerated.
ing elected mayor of Cleve- ing company: Al Sweeney, shops, seminars and confer- sponsored by the Rochester Dr. Hollis F. Price, presithe manager used, but they The NAACP said it received
land, is the speaker for the Equal Opportunity Committee.' ences will be held to focus on School District and the Uni- dent of LeMoyne College
in
h a v e asked Allen Morgan, numerous complaints
improving dialogue with ev- versity of Rochester.
about Saturday, June 24, luncheon. Norman Powell,
Memphis, will preside at alll
Amalgamatpresident of the bank, to fire the terms used by the
manager, Henry G. Marsh, mayor of ed Publishers;
business sessions of the 6th
Wayne Phillips.
the man.
both from First National em- Saginaw,
Mich., will also ad- Housing and Urban DevelopGeneral Synod of the Unite::
In a letter to Mr. Morgan, ployees and "enraged
citizens." dress the group.
ment; William Kreeger, CleveChurch of Christ scheduled
signed by Mrs. M a x ine A. Held In the
daring daylight The NNPA will present its land
convene June 22-29 at thf
Press; Larry Still, U. S.
Smith,
executive
secretary robbery in which they took
most coveted award, the John Employment Service;
Netperland-Hilton Hotel in Cin
of the Memphis branch of the $41,186 from the bank and
Ethel
then B. Russwurm Plaque, to eight Payne, Vietnam
cinnati.
War corresNAACP, it was stated that the exchanged shots w ith
police distinguished recipients, along pondent,
Dr. Price is the outgoing naand Dr. Joseph B.
organization launched a cam- who captured two on the
bank with 36 merit award trophies Robinson,
tional moderator of the Gen
paign "designed to eradicate parking lot, and
New York Departthe other a and 33 plaques to working
ment of Health.
eral Synod which meets ever.
the use of both of these words. short while later, were
Joseph members of the Negro press
A young Negro Memphis,
The
two years. He was elected to
Cleveland
Our position is that a man who Binkey Crable, 24;
Call-Post businessman, who has also disLeonard for meritorious performance. newspaper
the post, unopposed, in Chicacan say 'grow' can certainly Woodfork, 26, and
, W. 0. Walker pubJohn Charles Among others appearing
tinguished himself as a teachon
lisher,
go in June 1965.
say 'Negro'.
is
convention
host.
Savannah, 21, all of Chicago. the
er, recreational official, and
program will be Joe Black, Frank L. Stanley, publisher
The NAACP said the bank The trio is
He is the first Negro to
of civic leader, formally anbeing held in the vice president of
Greyhound the Louisville Defender, is
serve in this position, the high
would not permit one of its Shelby County
Jail in lieu of Lines; William
nounced himself as a can&
Grayson, vice NNPA president.
est honorary office provided
officers to make a slur against $75,000 bond each.
date for the District 7 seat
by the United Church of
on the forthcoming new City
Christ.
Council. He is E. T. Hunt, of
During his two years as
429 South Orleans Street.
moderator he has visited and
Mr. Hunt gave the main fea-,
spoken at nearly 90 churches
tures of the platform from l
and attended seven conferDR. IL F. PRICK
which he will campaign for,
ences of the 2,000,000-member
the Councilman post, when he
as
denomination.
moderator," Dr. Price said.
announced his candidacy. He
is
One of the highlights of the "Our,
an
enlightened
This
year
Negro college grammers and sales person- is calling for the development
Cincinnati meeting will be a church, a cnurch that is conof free child-care centers in
Moderator's and President's cerned about the problems thst
'graduates aren't exactly job. nel, Ebony notes.
K. T. HUNT
Reception, Sunday, June 25, at man faces here on earth."
hunting
The
—
big
but,
rather the jobs
breakthrough for the District 7 area, and exJames I. Taylor, real estate
pansion of city, education. School. He served at one time the Netherland-Hilton which Born in Capahosic,
Va., Dr.
'aroker seeking post of coun- are hunting them, especially in
(See Page 2'
services, library facilities, and as supervisor of recreation will be hosted by Dr. and Mrs. Price has been
professiona
l,
technical
and
represident of
cilman at large in the coming
recreational centers.
with the Memphis Park Com- Price and Dr. and Mrs. Ben LeMoyne since
1943. He came
city election, made three ap- lated occupations.
mission.
establishHerbster of New York City. to LeMoyne as dean in 1941
urging
also
is
He
That's
the
conclusion to be
pearances on behalf of his
started
in business eight Dr. Herbster is president of after teaching economics
ment of a police review board He
found in Ebony magazine's
10
Candidacy last Sunday.
and the hiring of more Negro years ago with one store, the General Synod.
years at Tuskegee Institute.
Mr. Taylor, who qualified June roundup of jobs for colRose-Lynn
Sundry
on
Orleans.
There are two member In 1954, he was on a year's
craftsmen in the construction
lege graduates.
for the post two months
Since then he has acquired a churches located in Memphis, leave from
ago,
and other industries.
LeMoyne
and
said he spoke to congregations "By 1975, employment in
In his campaign literature beauty shop, barber shop and First Congregational at 234 served as director of fund
at two churches during
profession
al
and
technical
properties.
other
regardis
He
the
South Watkins and Second Con- raising for the United Negro
Mr. Hunt says, "I will estabNEW PHYSICIAN — Dyinns morning, and was a panelist fields is expected to rise by
lish an office to serve you at ed as one of the city's most gregational at 764 Walker. The College Fund with headquaron
nearly
the
40
per
radio program, "Brown
cent — almost
N. Lawrence of
Franklin,
my expense five days a week." promising young businessmen. Rev. John Charles Mickle, ters in New York City.
Tenn., the husband of a for- America Speaks," the same twice the r a te for total em- T h e Cooperative Circle of He is also advocating im- He is also well-known for his pastor of Second Congregati
on- He visited Liberia in 1957
ployment," Ebony points out Collins Chapel C. M. E. Church
mer Memphian, Mrs. Dorothy,afternoon.
environment outspoken position on public al, is a member of the execu- where he engaged in a Study
proved
church
will
—
observe
and
"Fathefs
A
opportunit
Day"
former school teacher,
ies for Ne•
Ruggs Lawrence, received hisj
issues.
tive body of the national bud- of Rapid Social Change. He
June 18, with a Musical Tea and influence, better care for District
Doctor of Medicine degree at Mr. Taylo: is the first Negro groes are wide open.
7 covers downtown get committee of the General made
mentally
ill,
more
the
jobs
a similar study during
from
4
till
7
p.m.
at
the
to
hurch,
campaign
for a seat as "Most sought after;' are
commencement exercises of
and better wages for Negroes Memphis and has over 30,000 Synod.
the summer of 1959 in Salonimen and women with degrees 678 Washington avenue.
residents.
the University of Tennessee councilman-at-large.
The United Church of Christ ka, Greece and Spittal,
in all city departments, better
AusMedical units in Memphis, Sun- Several persons have entered in electrical, chemical and me- Atty. C. 0. Horton, assis- policing and fire salvage. His
is the result of a merger in tria. These studies were sponthe
race
tant
U.
S. District Attorney,
from District Seven, chanical engineering and in
day afternoon, Jane 11. He
1957
of
the Congregational sored by the World Council of
campaign --slogan is "Vote to
will intern for one year at the and others have indicated they chemistry, physics and mathe- will be the principal speaker. balance the S scales of jliaChristian Churches and the Churches in conjunctio
n with
will
run
in
matics,
areas
Ebony notes. Account- The oldest father, the young- tice."
U. S. Public Health Service
which should
Evangelical
and
Reformed the Phelps Stokes Fund.
Hospital in Roston, Mass. A send Negro candidates to City ing graduates are a close sec- est father, and the father with Mr. Hunt, a product of MaChurch. It is now the church In August of 1960, he atond, and "the future is al- the largest family will be spegraduate of Tennessee A. and Hall,
sponsor of LeMoyne.
nassas High School and Letended summer meetings of
most equally bright" for busi- cially honored.
I. State University in NashMoyne College, is a former LeMoyne college has been There are 32 UCC churches the World Council of Churches
bership la the Beta Kappa CI
ness administration and liberal The public is
ville, he spent almost Ave
invited to attend outstanding athlete at both in- designated as a test center for scattered about Cincinnati and and International Missionary
Honorary Scientific Society, the
arts
graduates,
years I. the U. S. Air Force. student
increasing- the program. Mrs Jimmie stitutions where he starred in administering
National 12 others are located across Council in St. Andrews, Scotthe
American
Medical
Asly sought by banks, insurance Dickey is President of the;
and was discharged with the
football and other sports. He Teacher Examinations. July 1. the Ohio River in northern land.
sociation and Arnold Air Socompanies, government agen- sponsoring organization. Rev is an accomplis
rank of captain, after serving ciety.
hed artist and it was announced this week by Kentucky.
Presently, he is chairman of
He will begin his intern cies
in Vietnam. He holds memand other employers as William Smith is pastor of the formerly
taught the subject at Dr. Lionel A. Arnold, LeMoyne. "I have come to learn a the board of directors of the
ship in July.
management
trainees,
pro- church.
great deal about the church Memphis Urban. League.
Booker T. Washington High academic dean.

Publishers Will Hear Teaching Internships
• •
Iv' Rights Leaders Offered In New York

Bank Robbers May Have
Been Called 'That Name

Dr. Price To Preside
During Church Meet

unt Announce
Plans In Council

Taylor Says
Campaign In
'High Gear'

Job Hunt No Problem
For Negro Graduates

Horton To Be
Father's Day
Speaker

LeMoyne Will Be
A Testing Center

t•

More than 800 Memphis area
employers are being asked to
help in a nationwide survey to
find where the Jobs are, State
Employment Security Commissioner Mrs. Leo R. Burson
announced today.

ployment in
areas
where;logs for part-time, temporary,
employers are unable to find seasonal and short-term workqualified workers for their job ers as well as openings for full.
openings.

The Memphis area with its The completed schedules are
current skill shortages in sev- to be returned to the Depaeteral occupational fields is an ment's State Employment Serwill involve example of the metropolitan vice office at 1295 Poplar Ave.
The survey
representative business and centers that have a high level in Memphis. Both Richard T.
industrial firms of the man- of employment and many un- Nichols, district manager, and
power area that includes Shel- filled job openings at the same L. B. Dow, Jr., manager of the
by County and Crittenden Coun- time that there are people who Memphis office, are helping
ty in Arkansas. It is expected are walking the streets in with the survey, Dr. Eberling
said.
to yield information about the search of jobs.
number and types of existing Dr. E.J. Eberling, director of Information collected from
job vacancies, anticipated job research for the State Em- the participating firms is exopenings, and the wage rate ployment Security Department, pected to indicate the educafor each listed occupation. Mrs. said that data collection sched- tion and institutional, on-theules have been mailed to 827 job, or other training that may
Burson reported.
She said that the study is representative Memphis em- be needed to enable workers
expected to produce new facts ployers. The employers are to meet the skill demands of
about the paradox of unem- being asked to list all open- the vacant jobs, he explaind.

—

Yetir Monad Tribun•

"A MARVELOUSLY TOUCHING AND TENDER FILM
ABOUT THE ENDURING POWER OF LOVE!"

IVAN DIXON
ABBEY LINCOLN
BUSY BEAVERS — Alex
Hyman Ill, front row left,
is flanked by admiring fel-

low members of the Ford
Road Busy Beavers 4-H
Club. Alex won several of

(Continued From Page 11

On the other side, the slain
girl's mother, Mrs. Mary Pittschool. Both the seventh grade man, 752 Fleet Street, mother
pupils had been involved in of seven children, said she was
a situation in which they had almost at a complete loss as
to give a statement to their to the basic cause of the
teacher. Willie Mae alleged trouble. She said she knew of
that Annie Lavon had told no boy about whom the girls
the teacher a "lie" about her could
have
been fighting,
Then the threats began to since her daughter had not
fly. On one side it was said been permitted to make dates.
that Willie Mae constantly call- She said she had heard of
ed Annie Lavon and said, some misunderstanding at
"I'm going to get you." school between the girls, but
The two allegedly had a physi- she did not think it was too
ical altercation at the school. serious, as she knew of the
This is what is said to have close association that had exled to the formation of a isted between the two girls.
girls' gang which vowed to help Both mothers, Mrs. Akins,
the
Willie Mae, since Annie got mother of six
children whom
the best of the first encounter.
site is rearing, and Mrs. PittMrs. Akins said when she first man, the mother of seven,
got an idea of what was hap- whom she is rearing on her
pening she would seek to super- own, expressed deep regret
vise her daughter more closely over the occurrence. Each knew
and tell her to do everything the other, but only slightly.
to avoid trouble.
Willie Mae's funeral will be
She said she wit; shoekecteand held Sunday from St. Matthews
surprised to learn of the fight Baptist Church, where she was
and slaying Friday night. She a member.
first heard of it at a hospital
where she was attending her
sick mother.
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The change has been "particularly rapid in the teaching,
medical and health service professions," Ebony says. In fact,
the number of Negro teachers increased so much faster
than the number of white
teachers that the proportion is
now about even.
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HARTFORD. Conn. — Following an "Action-Planning
Education Workshop," representatives of Connecticut's 19
NAACP branches issued a demand that the Governor "call
a special emergency session
of the General Assembly to
cons.ider an act to eliminate
racial imbalance in the state's
public schools" unless the
Legislature
considers
State
such an act before the closing
of its session.
State Conference President
Mrs. Ella L. Anderson, and
Education Committee Chair/11111 Charles B. Tisdale point
out that "there is' no legislation in Connecticut that declares (school) segregation illegal .. that school segregation is rapidly on the increase
In all of Connecticut's major
cities, thereby making this an
emergency situation."

„ At C
inajore
wing p
dormi
Vepres
nd s
Council
more
She
Arts
Develo

A Cinema V Presentation.

the top prizes offered for
his projects in the 4-H
Demonstration Day program held at Elmore Park
School last week. Shown
with him, on the front row
is Versie Greer; second
row, Sherry Campbell and
Yvonne Elliott. In the rear
Is Mrs. Josephine White,
CH Club leader at the
Ford Road center.

Negro graduates has come
since 1961. Ebony points out.
In 1955 Negro employment in
professional and technical occupations was only 3.9 per
cent. By 1965 it had increased
to 5.9 per cent — with most of
the change coming since 1961
— and has continued to grow
since then.

One of the biggest problems
today is convincing Negro
students that the expanded job
opportunities are real, Ebony
notes.
And the breakthrough for the
most part is in "entry-level
professional jobs," Ebony declares. Negroes' "real difficulty lies in promotions," according to Edward Sylvester
Jr., director of the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance,
in the Ebony job roundup.
Says the magazine: "As the
height of the career ladder increases, the number of Negroes decreases."
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In the new Stafresh wrapper
stays fresher to taste fresher!
You simply can't serve a fresher tasting bread than Wonder Enriched
Bread, now packed in Wonder's StaFresh plastic bag! This special bag
helps hold moisture in, and is actually airtight, too. Wonder's wrapper
has a plastic fastenei that you simply
twist to open, twist to close. No inner
band makes it easy to take slices out,
put them in again.
When you see Wonder in this new
wapper you'll notice the Good Housekeeping Seal. Yes,Wonder has earned
this famous seal ...your added assurance :hat Wonder Enriched Bread is

baked with the finest ingredients for
a most flavorful and nutritious loaf.
The Seal is another good reason why
mothers will want Wonder Bread day
alter day for sandwiches, toast, and
with meals.
Remember, during the "Wonder
Years"—the formative years from one
through twelve—your children develop in many ways. They actually grow
to 90% of their adult height! To help
make the most of their "Wonder
Years" be sure to serve nutritious
Wonder Enriched Bread...now in the
Sta-Fresh plastic wrapper.

4

ENRICHED BREAD
OW
*4

44

biti‘d

horltes 12 iveys.
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Memphis Girl Receives
Degree At Iowa School
Miss Jacquelyn Brodnax, was elected to Who's Who
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Among A m e rican
College
William Terrell Brodnax, Sr., Students. In May of this year
of 189.4 Ferber ave., Memphis, she presented her senior music
nd granddaughter of Rev, and project on blues and jazz.
f
rs. W. S. Vance of Humboldt, Miss Brodnax wills one of
enn., was graduated from 123 young women who received
lark college at Dubuque, Iowa degrees at the college's 124th
tin Saturday, June 3.
annual
commencement e xv At Father Bertrand High ercises. Sister Mary Benedict,
elhool in Memphis, she was on B.V.M., Clarke president, C•31)e honor roll for four years, ferred the degrees.
president of her freshman Rev. James-4. Byrne, archclass, secretary her sophomore bishop .of Dubuque and
year, and a government repre- Chancellor of Clarke, awarded
sentative her junior and senior the degrees. The commence?ears.
ment address was given by
PRAISE "C HOCL A a survey conducted at the reOn the honor roll of Catholic Dr. Gaylord Couchman, presiat
CRICKET" — Raymond cent annual convention
graduates, she was a member dent of the Univer sit y of
presi- Las Vegas of the NationJI
vice
left,
Jr.,
Herrman,
ef the National Honor Society, Dubuque.
dent and general sales manage Distillers Liquor Stores Asiind winner of a Firestone
of National Distillers, and sociation. Taste tests of a
$cholarship Certificate of Merit
George Pellegrim, deKuyper number of deKuyper recipes
ind the American Legion
sales manager, toast were made during the threegeneral
lward.
each other with a deKuyper day convention attended by
„ At Clarke college, where she
"Chocla Kricket," the cordial over 1,000 retailers from coast
in music, she was
recipe that won first place intto coast.
wing president in her freshman
dormitory, student government
...representative in her junior
and senior years, and House Funeral services for the late
Council president her sopho- Rev. J.W. Williams, associate
more year.
minister of First Baptist Church
She was active in the Fine (Binghamton), focused attenArts club, the Sodality, the tion on the fact that he was
Development committee and one of the city's oldest ministers both in age and length
of active service. He was
86 years of age at his death.
Rev. Williams had lived and
served in Binghamton 43 years
He was a former missionary,
row, same order, are James Garner, Evon Brown,
and in his early ministry was MEMPHIS TSU GRADUATES A and I State university in second
Jearlene Gerceda Mitchell, Gearldean
Haynes,
Victoria
On
Nashville.
front
from
These
row,
were
19
students
affiliated with the old General
McKissick
among graduating seniors at left, are Phyllis Davis, Catb- Burks, Ann Nunnally, Lena Al- Johnson, Burnell
Baptist Association.
and Loret- who graduated with honors;
Archibald
len,
Betty
A
Daisy
UniState
Bailery,
Tennesses
I
Douglas,
and
erine
A native of Brooksville, Miss,
On back row, from and Lewis Bingham.
the surviving members of his versity who received their de-IGeorgia Carroll, Esther L. ta Evans.
Cornelius Freeman,
immediate family include: his grees on June 4 at Tennessee Adams and Hattie Guy. Oa left, are
wife, Mrs. Hattie Williams, and
, his children, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Williams, Jr., James Williams,
While We Do Your Work ...
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grice,
Mrs. Rosie Lee Williams, Mrs.
Elizabeth Williams Hampton,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie James Joy,
Mrs. Evergreen Caldwell, Mr.
and Mrs Wilbert N. Lee, and
• JACUELYN BRODNAX
Eddie James Williams.
Jesse Hosea Turner, Jr., an Engineering and Humanities!
were honorary degrees conferred by
l e mphians
Five
first Negro student to de Symposium for a weekend with
segregate previously all-white three other seniors and their'among 1,143 students to receive President Jemes M. Nabrit, Jr.
Christian Brothers High school physics instructor at the Uni- degrees from Howard univer- upon three persons.
four years ago, became its versity of Tennessee at Knox- sity during its graduation exer- The three were Angie ElizaFOR EVERY DRIVER
first to graduate on Saturday ville and toured the Atomic eir.es last Friday.
beth Brooks, assistant See
night, May 27. as he tied fur Energy plant at Oajc Ridge. They were Felton J. Earls, tary of State for Liberia; Rev.
Small Down Payment8 Months To Pay
second place academic honors. A National Achievement'III, who was graduated from Franz Von Hammerstein, minisYoung Turner is the sen of Scholar, he has been offered the School of Medicine with an ter of social cncerns for the
FOR HELP WITH
County Court Squire Jesse H. an academic scholarship to M.D. degree; who is the son Protestant church of West Ber•Filling of Forms
• Drivers Over 65
2951 Broad Ave
323-0118
Turner and Mrs. Turner. Mr. the University of Chicago. He of Mr. and Mrs. Felton J. lin, and Rev. Dr. James H.
• SR-22 Fillings
• Drivers Under 25
TurnPe is also executive vice plans to major in mathematics. Earls, Jr., 5139 Horn Lake rd.; Robinson, founder and director
president of Tri-State Bank of While a student at Christian Anne C. Burford of 1362 S. of Operation Crossroads Africa.
• Canceled • Rejected
• Notary Public
Memphis and president of the Brothers High school, he he- Parkstray east, Roger G. House
1SERVICE CALLS TO YOUR HOME
Memphis branch of the NAACP. clubs, was this year's business of 2471 Brooklyn, and Esther
The 17-year-old student re- manager of the yearbook, and .M. Houston of 605 White Oak
ceived his diploma as co-saluta- served as reporter for tkie ave., Newport, who received
the bachelor of arts degree,
in a class of 138 seniors. school newspaper.
torian
PH. 948-7775
988 MISS. BLVD.
He was a member of the longed to the Science and Key and Rosanna Quinn, 3207 Alta
rd., who was granted the
National Honor Society, re.bachelor of music education
ceived a certificate of merit
'degree. and — Dr. Benjamin
for Junior Science and attended
E. Mays, president of More;",
'4
house college in Atlanta and
commencement speaker told
graduates that Negro youth
should strive for academic
excellence and the acquisition
of technical skills.
These are the assets, he told
Howard university's 1,143 grid.
Registration for attendance uates on last Friday, June 9,
at the annual sessions of the which will bring about integraCulturists' b.
Beauty
National
on in America, not rioting
League and the Nationa l and demonstrations.
Institute of cosmetology has, Degrees were conferred upon
passed the 2,000 mark, ac-' graduates from 10 schools and
C ording to Dr. Katie E. colleges of the university, with
Whickam, national president.
The institute will be held in
Atlanta July 27-August 3, and
the convention from August 2-6.
Delegates of the 100,000member organization are regisJESSE TURNER, JR.
tered from all parts of the
Western Hemisphere, the
Bahamas, Central America and Annual Men's Day was celeZ..
brated at Rock of Ages Baptist
the islands.
One of the senior trustees of church at 192 Kirk ave. on
the organization is Mrs. Clara Sunday. June 4, and speaking
during the morning was the
Nunnaly of Memphis.
National officers include Mrs. pastor, Rev. W. T. Grafton.
vice At the afternoon service, the
Dallas,
Gladys Carr,
president; Mrs. Margaret guest speaker was Rev. Wadell
From Face & Body
Mitchell. Baltimore, recording Johnson, pastor of Shady Grove
M r s. Josephine Baptist church, who was ac- lO is a series
secretary;
Phone
Thompson, Washington, D. C., companied by some of his
financial secretary; Mrs. Doris members.
A. Clarke Washington, D. C. Music was sung by the
treasurer; Mrs. Cleo Holmes, Southern Male chorus.
Little Rock, chaplain; and Willie Darnell and 0. L.
Certified Electrolysis , Mrs. Vernice H. Mark, Detroit, Shaffer were co-chairmen of
Men's Day.
historian.
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CBHS's First Negro 'Five Receive Degrees
Graduates Near Top At Howard University
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Lewis Latimer (1848-1928)

He helped us see the light.
REPAIRS &
REMODELING
Add a Room
Build a Garage
Install a New Roof
Enclose That Porch
or Carport

arkansas
UTH
memphis,
SO
west
55
interstate

Lewis Latimer took a spectacular,
though impractical, invention and completely changed the lives of thousands of
Americans. The invention was Thomas
Edison's electric light bulb. What Latimer did was improve the lamp with an
inexpensive carbon filamgrit and a
wooden socket—much like the metal
ones we use today.
Latimer's improved lamp caught the
attention of a young businessman,
Charles Weston, who could see its unlimited possibilities. Weston raised
enough money to set up a company to
make the lamp.Then he sent Latimer to
Canada and England to supervise production there.
A year later, the Excelsior Electric
Company asked Latimer to advise its
engineering and legal departments. So
when the two companies decided to set up
an organization to protect their patents,

Latimer was asked to be chief draftsman
and legal witness. He traveled all over the
world gathering evidence against companies which were using Weston and
Excelsior patents without permission.
Millions of dollars rested on this one
man's testimony. A man who had to go
out and work to support his mother at
age ten, a man who had been a I5-yearold cabin boy during the Civil War, a
man who had begun his amazing career
as an office boy in an engineering firm, a
man who was self-educated in the field
to which he was now so important.
In 1918, an organization was formed
for the men who were regarded as the
"creators of the electric industry." It was
named the Edison Pioneers. And Lewis
Latimer was one of its most distinguished
members. Every time someone turns on
an electric light, it becomes a memorial
to a truly Ingenious American.

OLD TAYLOR
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON

1130 E. IRVIN DR.
PHONE

as

MEMPHIS

•
683-8259

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY 86 PROOF. THE OLD TAY1OR DISTILLERY CO

FRANKFORT & LOUISVILLE. KY.

Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Lewis Latimer? It's r tall, made of
antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Latimer story. It costs $5.00 (which is what it
costs us). Send check or money order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865,Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
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Founder Of
Prayer Hour
To Be Honored
Prayer
The
Pentecostal
Hour will observe its third anniversary on Sunday, June 17,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Mt. Gilliam Baptist church, and hono-ed will be the president and
his wife, Rev. and Mrs. Fred
Johnson. Rev. E. Bates will
be host minister.
A spokesman for the project says Rev. Johnson has
the inovement with
served
great enthusiasm, and will be
EVANGELIST GRANT
honored by ministers who have
been affected by it.
The Pentecostal Prayer hour
is held each Saturday night at
some church, starting at 7:30
p.m.. remains there for a
month, and then moves on.
There are two speakers, one
giving the devotion, and the
other a message lasting from
15 to 20 minutes.
Some 35 pastors and 35 laymen have participated in the
Well-known evangelist Vir- Prayer Hour, and 13 persons
gie Ghant of West Helena, Ark., called to the gospel ministry.
will conduct the annual revival Several new churches have
of the Watkins Chapel CME been organized.
Church, 2958 Calvert Street.
The revival began Monday.
June 12, and extends through
June 17.
Rev. R.M. Downey Sr., is
pastor of the church, which is
known as "The friendly church
with a warm heart."
Evangelist Ghent is widelykbown for her fervor and religious zeal. The public is invited to hear her.

*CANVAS
*tIFETIME
Aluminum
ANY SIZE

•

COMMERCIAL

•

ANY STYLE
RESIDENTIAL

Fret Estimates! Qmickest Service! Lowest Price
Moil Orders Solicited...Write or Telephone
• Decorator IF/iodoW
Shades
• Vertical Winds
• Venetian Blinds
• Draperies
• Slip Covers
• All Custom Made

Evangelist

Holds Revival

• Floor Coverings
• Linoleum
• Vinyl Tiles
• Carpet and Rugs
• Cushion Floor
• Asphalt and
Rubber Tile

Free Estimates.*Easy Terms
T
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SKILL DAY WINNERS — Boy
Scout Troop 120 was the winner of the "Skill Day Olympics" held last week at the
Thomas Chapel Community
Center, 3337 Chapel Road. Outstanding members of Troop 120

include: E. Thompson, M. Kelvin Greer, and G. Cruteher. Thompsoe, M. Wood, J. Fields,
Gunn, S. Gunn, E. Wahon, and Third place in the "Olympics" Robert McKinney, S. Hill, KelR. Paylor. Second place was was won by Troop 142, Robert vin Bvmun, A. Spraggins, and
won by Troop 162, with stand- Spraggins, Scoutmaster. Sonic E. Albham. Members of Troop
outs being Willie L. Brown, of the leading point-getters 120 are shown with their ScoutJames Harris, James Greer, were: B. McKinney, Jr., E. master A. E. Willingham.

216 S. Pauline

Tel 2764431

Are You Planning A Wedding?
Then let us help you. Call
our Society Editor Mts.: Erma
Lee Lows and 1st her ass at
you w ,th your bridal plans.
526-8397 — 526-8398
REV. F. JOHNSON
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"MRS. ST. JAMES" — In a of roses and wearing crown.
contestants were
contest leadir g l'p to the Other to
McFarland,
Women's Day at St. James Mrs. I s a bella
AME church at 600 N. Fourth second place, and Miss Georgia
at., and sponsored by the Pre- Jones, third place. Mrs. L.
Mrs. Carolyn Ephraim is church
Committe,
Activities
Almetta Young was crowned reporter. Rev. H. L. Starks is
"Mrs. St. James,' and here pastor.
she is shown holding bouquet
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GOOD!

GET HOURS OF RELIEF FROM THE
'ITCHING AND IRRITATION OF "UPSET SKIN"

Peloree's
"Skin Sucsess"'

ointment
Induces fast
blessed relief
from itching
miseries caused
by certain minor
skin irritations.

SAVE
with large
economy size
containing
4 times as much. Only 99c

C

IttfUilf
sirs

gettsfebtion guaranteed or your money refunded.
LOVELIER COMPLEXION... Plus head-to-toe Protection with the
deep-acting foamy medication of "Skin Success" Soap. It beauty bathes
while it fights germs that often aggravate perspiration odors ... MOMS
you sure you're nice to be near. Palmar's "Skin Succeell".01111/4

TWO BEST PEACES TIBET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MOM!
367 Union
527-4471

SET
90111.TO

SKIN-SUCCESS"

New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
I One year $6.00 Six months $3.50 I

2988 Summer
323-SS01

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groupe

TAILORS

CUSTOM.

BHS

I TO

INC.

Attkirass.
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LIDO GLASSWARE
By Anchor Hocking

Get your free "Lido" Jumbo 22-0x. Ice Tea Glass with
coupon and $5 additional purchase at BIG STAR and
start your completer's set of this beautiful Aquamarine
Blue Glassware. It's sturdy enough for children's milk
and attractive enough for all your indoor or outdoor
entertaining.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
c4%

CALL, WRITE or WIRE

THE NEW TR1-STATE DEFENDER

Free Race Cards
At Big Star
Play the 5 exciting races every Saturday Night 7 to 7:30
P.M. on Channel 5 WMC-TV. Win $2 in the 1st Race, $5
in th• 2nd Race, $10 in the 3rd Race, $100 in the 4th
Race and $500 in the 5th Race. Get your free race cards
this, week and play 5 exciting races every Saturday night.
You may be a Lucky WINNER!

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

PEELS SO

WIN 43 $500

JA 7-9320
248 Vance Ave.
04.ffirhis. Unman.
°Van Compaq Makes What Yew Ark Per And
Creates Whet Yeu Think

or

QUALITY STAMPS
...The Favorite of Mid-America! For famous Brand *Name
gifts redeem your Quality Stomps. Look through your
Quality Stomp Catalogue, you'll find there's something
to please every member of the family.
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Two Cafeteria Heads Honored During Banquet
A farewell banquet honoring Biggs, director of food service,pastor of Early Grove Bapt(Jt
Mrs. Cora P. Smith, who re- for Memphis City schools; church, and Rev. James
tired as cafeteria manager at Mrs. Lola Looney and Mrs Dennis, pastor of the St. James
Caldwell Elementary schOol, Willie Ryans, supervisors, and CME church. Dresden, Tenn.
champagne toast was
and Mrs. Nettie R. Biggs, who Mrs. Dorothy Green, visiting; A
{offered by Mrs. Veanna Chrisresigned from the same posi- manager.
tion at Douglass High school, Other participants on the'ttan. Webster F. Williams was
was held recently at the Holi- program were Rev. E. Mullen,Itoastmaster.
day Inn River Bluff Fountain
Room. The guest speaker was
Herbert W. Robinson principal
of Caldwell.
Other speakers en the
program were Mrs. Vivian

With insurance...
it's having every available policy,
then picking the one
that suits your client best,'

Sixth Grader eWith gins...it's what
suits your taste best. I picked
Gordon's. I find it smoother,
Wins Prizes
drier, and a great mixer.,,

At 4H Meet
AT JUNIOR-SENIOR PROM
— Hosts and hostesses for the
Melrose High school Junior
Prom at the Chisca Plaza ho
tel on May 18, posed for :he
cameraman. Kneeling
from
left are Donnie Jeans, Keith

Brown, Wendell Carter, Rudolph Simpson, Clarence Halmon, Lester Payne, Louis Morris,
Johnnie
King, Alfred
Evans and Charlie Butler. On
second row, same order, are

Malachi Smith, Dorothy Richmond, Denise Stokes, Joyce
Ross, Gail Ward, Brenda Co..
Naomi Foster, Dorothy Norton,
Vera McKinney, Dorcas Per.
kins, Johnice Parker, Lula Mc-

Sanders Stone. Preside^t of Sanders Stone Inc..is among the ten top life insurance
liofrPrefl in the count
act,e Jo community housing. he was Oh,o's
renren.entative to the last Senior Citizen's Conference in Washington.0 C

Alex Hyman III is the president of the Ford Road Busy
Beavers 4-H Club. He is also
a sixth grade student at Ford
Story, Edwin Bell, Eddie Road School, Isiah Goodrich,
Kissick, Vicie Stephens, Mary'ham
[
Sangster, Vivian Senter, Dor- Williams, Floyd Clark and Jr., principal. Alex is the son
othy Martin and Paul Jackson. Leon Griffin. Not on photo are of Mrs. Josephine White who
On back row, from left, are Eddie Kiner, Allen Conard and resides at 3047 Ford Road.
Michael Grady Harrison. ( Gene Robin- Alex's claim to fame stems
Tommie
Taylor,
Moore, Tommie McGuirt, Wit. son Photo)
from June 3rd, 1967, when 4-H
Demonstration Day was held
at Elmore Park School. Aeex
was interested in several projects, namely, Home Management, Look for Beauty, Poultry and Related Arts and
Crafts. He entered two demonstrations: Home Management
and Share the Fun.
In the Home Management
demonstration he showed the
Annual Young People's Day! procedure for making a seaWill be observed at the Mt.!sonal wastebasket. For this
Pleasant Baptist church on demonstration he was awarded
Sunday, June 18, and guest a purple ribbon, also a red
speaker at the 3 p.m. service one. In Share the Fun, Alex
will be Rev. A, E. Campbell, recited "Dreams," a poem by
pastor of Columbus Baptist Langston Hughes, and was
church and president of the awarded a blue ribbon. He
Tennessee
Regular
Baptist was congratulated by fellow
Convention.
clu bmembers and his teachGuest churches are invited ers.
to nightly services as a pre- Other Busy Beavers who atGordon's Gin,created in
London. England in 1769.
opening to Young People's tended 4-H Demonstration Day
Is the biggest seller in England.
Day.
ceremonies were Sherry CampArneoca and the world.
Rev. T. M. Henderson is bell, Yvonne Elliott and Versie
U.S.A. loft CaTOM snrts 015101(0 f ROM CRAIN 90 PROOF 601itOIRS
11110111C1
OF
pastor of the church.
Greer, among many others.
-

Youth Day At

Mt. Pleasant

HONORARY PAGES —
State Representative 3.0.
Patterson, Jr., is shOwn
above with the thirty-two
Sixth
members of the
Alonzo
at
class
grade
Locke Elementary School
of Memphis, along with
the teachers Atm accompanied the group on a field
trip to Nashville recently.

Patterson
Representative
met the group upon its arrival in Nashville and arranged for a tour of the
state Capitol building, the
Building
Memorial
War
and the Tennessee Museum. While touring the
capitol with Rep. Patterson the group had the opportunio to observe a ses-

GRAND OPENING SALE!
HYMAN BUILDERS

SUPPLY

1000 N. HOLLYWOOD
FORMERLY MARGOLIN BROS.
PHONE 327-4126

ata

HYMAN BUILDERS SUPPLY
1129 FLORIDA
1
948-4555
Cesare Offlost, Sales & Ya-d

3906 PARK
323-6214
we, oftic., Hardwire.,
PeInt &lays

ROOFING
235 Lb. No. 1
$5.49
15-Yasr Road. We do not sett or recommend seconds.
4x7 Jade Lauan Paneling ..$1.99
Leman Paneling (4x8)
52.99
Storm Doors—Self Storing, full I" thick $19.95
White Ceiling Tile
8c sq. ft.
Acoustical White Ceiling Tile
10c sq. ft.
1.3 =2 and Better Em Yp Fig.
$69M
1x6.No. 105 YP Siding
56.95C
White Fir Studs
ea. 29c
WPP Decking
56.95C
2.4 IL Cedar
$69M
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sion . of the Tennessee
house. of Representatives.
Rep. Patterson introduced
the group to lite members
of the House. Afterwards
Rep. Patterson took the
Senate
the
group into
Chamber where they were
introduced
to 'Senators
Clayton Elam and Fran
White and Lt. Gov. Frank

Hooker Will Speak At
C. F. Morris' Kick-Off
It was pointed out that "NlorC. F. Morris Sr., candidate
for Councilman for District 7 ri:-.. who was born and raised
is having his kick-off cam- in the slums, without a mothpaign program, Sunday, June
er, knows the poor man's prob25, at Keel Avenue Baptist
Churc h, 778 N. Bellevue lems, and is in favor of the
(north of Jackson Avenue) at anti-poverty program."
3 p.m. Atty. John Jay Hooker His campaign manager says,
of Nashville. Tennessee will be
"He needs your support. so he
the principal speaker for the
kick-off in behalf of Mr. Mor- will be able to help you regardless of race, creed, or colris.
Mrs. Alma Morris, campaign or.
... your donations will be
manager for her husband, is appreciated . . . send them to
asking everyone in the Sev- "Morris Campaign Headquarenth District to attend the ters Fund, at 981 Alaska
meeting.
Street."
Mr. Mo,rris is staff manager
of the Memphis North Carolina
Mutual 'Insurance office in ALEXANDER G. BELL
Memphis. He is a member of
the. Greater St. Luke Baptist
ALEXANDER
GRAHAM
Church, Rev. T. R. Buchner, BELL, inventor of the telepastor. He is assistant superin- phone, was a native of Edintendent of the Sunday School, burgh, Scotland and was once
a deacon, and a member of a professor of °cal physiothe Trustee Board.
logy at Boston University.

1000 N. HOLLYWOOD—ONLY
IMO Galkeis smut brand esiat. load,.
36c at. nr
sutside. floor enamel. latex. Wu RiwnI
SAM, abase. eta.
'
$1•49Salton
11
100 MISC. DOORS.
Si.,, up
Inside, outside. flush, Rearered, 0 sansIscl
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S4.11
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1120 Florida Street—Only
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1' NI
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Ile aut.
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Ph" en/ r
79.1S IA
3"
37.50 M
A"
07.10 M

Ix4 Fencing
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4c Lin. Ft.
2x8, 2.10, 2.12 Thrifty YP
$39M
214, 2.6, 24, 2.10, 2112, Thrifty YP 81.90C
6 ft. and shorter.
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Service calls to your doer
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HYMAN

Gorrell. Senator Elam enrolled the group as honorary pages of the slate Sea.
ale. The picture shows the
group of Sixth Graders after Rep. Patterson presented them with their individual honorary page certificates. Mr. Patterson is
in the center.
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Bancardateks

JONES & ASSOCIATES
INSURANCE 8, REALTY COMPANY
224 Danny Thomas Blvd.
Office
523-2568
523 2569

Second Floor
Office Hours
9 AM 7 PM Daily

Night Phone
276-2577

Take eking an extra $500 of
spending
vacation this year. You can do it with

money on your
Union Planters
Bancardcheks. This exclusive service adds
8500 to your
checking account—a loan reserve
you can use anytime
just by writing a check. Like
travelers checks, Union
Planters Bancardcheks can be spent
anywhere, but you.
don't pay for them in advance.
Get details now—before
you go on vacation—at any Union
Planters Family Banking
Center, or call 523-2911.

Union Planters Bancardcheks
UNION PLANTERS NATIONAL BANK OF
MemberSoder*.Osposit Inftwancle MEMPHIS
Cora
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THE SHEET OF ARABY
•
•

•

The New
•et
Tri-State Defender " 1..•

A Point Of View

In almost every civilized country on earth. They have beep
%•
e
OBJECT LESSON
subjected to virtually e very
The short, savage war be- known form of cruelty. History
•
tween the Arabs and Israelis has taught them some lasting
of the Middle East provides lessons. Arming the lessons they
"The &motes hrdepondrtnt Weekly"
another leaf for the Ameri- learned, was a deep loyalty,
can Negro to tear from the devotion, and respect for three
Home Office: 236 South Danny Thomastoutevatd — IA 6-3397
pages of Jewish history. Here major things . . . love of
in Memphis the message of family, dedication to their rethe "leaf" was blazoned forth ligion, and firm faith to the
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
Publisher
in box-ear letters. The Negro value of a good education.
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
General Manager
ought to read and re-read
McCANN L. RED)
As a result, the Jew has surEditor
themsag.
everything that the hisvived
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS, Sr...
Advertising Manager
The message was contained tory of bate could pile on them.
RAY A. WICKS
••
Circulation Manager
in headlines noting that Mem- They have been called "God's
phis Jews pledged and got chosen people." It has caused
011194WI, yoe,„ *sirfoomoko, it* fty•ror spriest Sirtr;crtprtror rats
ready to lay on the line more one writer to exclaim, "How
TM Ti.. Trf-Stece IlltoIonia, Dew Met Take AmensUtility for unsolicited Manuscripts
a million dollars to help odd, of God . . . to choose . ..
than
10,Ph.t.s.st,,,mor 11/..ocloty by die Hens, Tri•Stata Publishing Co. Second
war effort of their •'n' the Jews." Be that as it may,
the
Coos Postform Paid at Massteitia. Tontreases, Und•• Act of March 2, 1179.
battled kinsmen abroad. The the Jews are one of history's
National Advertising R•pr•sentstives
Jews here publicly prayed fur most remarkable people. InAMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.-310 Madison A
, Now Tstk,17,
the Israelis then they backed cidentally, it was two Jews
their prayers with organized who gave the world its two
$911811,111,1111 Mina ill IKE TRI-STATE AREA
dollars. They were being real- most controversial ideologies of
ists. They demonstrated knowl- the present-day ... Jesus
edge of a notable lesson . .. Christ with Christianity sod
that the Three B's of the Karl Marx with Communism.
c e ntury, brains, It was also a Jew who worked
Twentieth
bucks, and bullets . .
out the formula to usher in the
nate the modern scene. Prayer atomic age. Come to think of
has its place . . yes. Dern in- It . . .that's something else.
strations have their place„ . .
yes. Dares and breast.')cotinr Also, a pleasant surprise had
have their places . . yes. And been provided by the actin)
the inevitable "ducking" aft .r of such nationally recognized
a certain amount of head• Negro leaders as A. Philip Ranwhipping are to be expected dolph, great labor and civil
There is some stirring in low key sentment among the rank and file of the
• . . yes. But the water doesn't rights spokesman, Dr. Martin
but in high Republican circles, over the party and the voters at large.
really hit the wheel until such Luther King, Jr., ond Dr. T. K.
possibility of Massachusetts Sen. Edward
as brains, bucks, and Lawless, noted skin specialist,
tangibles
If the Republican Party wants to
bullets make themselves heard who have taken the lead in forW. Brooke as a candidate for Vice Presstraddle the fence on civil rights in order'
and felt. More Negroes in the mulating American Negro gen.
ident in the 1968 Presidential election.
United States need to get that timent in support of the people
to gain support from some Southern
The question seems to be a logical conmessage. It's the mes- of Israeli. Mr. Randolph said,
mighty
states, it would have to bury the idea of
sequence of Brooke's increasingly close
sage of self-help. Ws a mes- during a mammoth New York
Brooke being the party's choice as a
sage of relying on one's own City rally, "Negroes know what
working association with Michigan Gov.
Vice Presidential candidate. If former
resources. It's a messag2 of it means to have agonies et
George Romney.
making a way out of no way. the heart, agonies of the soul,
Gov. George Wallace of Alabama runs
It's
a message of self-respect. trials, tribulations and trouble"
S.
C
rhat relationship goes back to as a third party candidate, the Republi.
It's a message of facing up He led in pledging the support
1964 when both, running as anti-Gold- cans aren't going to get very far in the
greot. of "22 million black Americans
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
bargain rates. It didn't cost believe more strongly than to odds, no matter how
of the United States" to Israel's
bucked
the
South
water Republicans,
anyway and would need to nomiJohnson
America anything to open up ever in the principle of non- Many Negroes are beginning !forts to beat back its Arab
il•ASHINkaON
—
It
is
reatide, Romney to win re-election as gov- nate a ticket which would have a maxi.
restaurants and hotels and to violence, but we must also
a longer and harier enemies.
iorable to assume that among break the color line in public exert our power more than to take
ernor and Brooke as state attorney gen- mum appeal outside the South.
look at the Jew. They see a
:lie 750 guests in black tie transportation. The real cost ever.
people who have been op- Methinks the vast majority
eral. On election night, the two victors
Brooke is a 20th Century political wear and elegant gowns who lies ahead. Jobs art costlier "On the evils of poverty, pressed, hated, and misused of thinking American Negroes
held a long, cozy chat by telephone.
and harder. The eradication of Negroes are facing a major longer than the Negro has. buy those lines, and go along
phenomenon. He was swept into the of. paid $12.50 apiece for chicken slums
has become more com- depression in which they will Jews have been persecuted with Randalph's position. Now!
which was the first of many.
ard
sweet
potatoes at the 24th
of attorney general of Massachusetts
perish by the thousands. AmerAnnual CP pital Press Club plex."
A quixotic assortment o; political by almost a million votes while Demo- Awards
Banquet last week By this time, the audience ica has the resources, the
soothsayers are basing their predictions crat Lyndon B. Johnson was rocking the wlre some hawks and some was so quiet one could have skills and the techniques to
heeda mouse running over conquer poverty, but does she
on a succession of ifs. If GOP analysts nation with a landslide or proportions dove.: on the Vietnam War.
velve t. A glance around have the will? There are too
find that Brooke can draw enough Negro unequalled in American political history. zeew kn^w that the presence shwed a frieze of rapt faces many COLSCieLtiOUIS objectors
of Jr. Martin Luther King Jr. that might have provided a in the War on Poverty."
vote to offset the flight of Southern
Brooke, obviously, has not only on tn.2 dais as the main speak- portrait by Rembrandt.
white voters, the Massachusetts senator
"There is not a major induspolitical savvy, but also a magic wand er had been the subject of The slow rhythmic beat went try in Art erica which is net
will have no meaningful opposition to his
on
its
measured
way.
"There
considerable
debate
that hypnotizes the voters long enough club members. Thereamong
were must be it radical re-distribu- subsidized by federal funds;
candidacy among the GOP strategists.
to make them forget he is a Negro. He those who thought at this mo- tion of economic power. We yet whenever a grant is made
to a poverty project in MissisThe question whether the junior has the personality, the charm, the kind ment in history he had be- will lose some allies now that sippi,
this is called creeping
ROBINSON
And so we mourn our dead.
senator would be an asset or a liability of subdued eloquence and logic that come so controversial in his we are demanding genuine socialism. In this country there BY JACKIE
And our hearts become is
adamant campaign to get the equality. This nation must
among white and nonwhite voters alike mark him as a man of desitny whose U. S. to pull out from Vietnam spew: billions of dollars to at- is socialism for the rich. Only When told the sad news of heavy when the word arrives
is purely academic. He is an asset if he star is rising fast in the firmament of that he shouldn't have been tack the problems of poverty." the poor are cast out into the the death Billy Strayhorn,
by phone call or black-edged
"The so-called white back- unproductive world of free en- couldn't help refecting that
can bring enough vote into the Republi- American politics. He might spell the invited.
dio or television or
note, or
nothing new. It is the terprise.
there seems to be an epidemic
can camp to insure victory at the polls. lifference between success and failure But there he sat looking im same isvae.lation
This is as it
newspaper.
and ambiva- "The absolute guarantees of
Billy Strayhorn, 1
On the other hand, he becomes a liability in the Republic crusade for national vic. -ierturbable and somber in he !cnea." This country with its control over riots are social the death of taiented
For
we are sensibe.
should
people in
..un of convers'ition ar rico sto-ie6 compassion for the progress and justice. Summers creative and
if his racial identity provokes deep re- tory in 1968.
cold
touch
of death
the
Schuyler
to
tive
array of many- rights of man opened its arms of riots are caused by winters our race. Phillipa
oim acd
laid upon someone
circumwhen
it
is
heroic
under
us
left
splenoored d,g,Mtaries.
wide for the exiles from Eu- of delay."
stances. Yet, the world of we love, or admire or respect.
ropeen
lands, but there
ere was By this time, the audience culture is deeply diminished
He kne-.v he was under siege
alive and the apBut there is something very
fc.- ni• 71‘...vs — that there not the same concern for the had come
passing.
was at steady inter- because of her
important that we must rewev those who believed he black exiles from Africa who plause
Langston
member. The sad passing of
was misguided by sinister were brought here 200 years vals, her' a hush fell again Hughes is gone
approached
the
as
Dr.
King
giants like those mentioned in
chains."
in
ago
Drees am'. his own conception
although
and
this column should serve us as
of his function as a Nobel "Emancipation was the free- third phase of his speech on outlast h i m ,
the
subject
of
war.
He
bysymbolic.
dom
to
hunger,
the
freedom
?cace Prize winner.
terribly
to wande, in vain for a job passed the Middle East Crisis, will be
Not symbolic of the futility
missed.
Frisk's
As a Negro who knows that without a roof over your head. saying there wasn't time for
of life. But symbolic of the
If signs are not deceiving, America's
John Work
Under regulations that took effort be focus of the pro and cons It ;s a miracle that the Negro a discussion on this.
responsibility we have to fight
This suggested perhaps sonic could have conleading banking institutions are shaking last Nov. 30, approximately 95 per cent o the war issue are centered gin survives."
harder than we ever have as
on the ....inerican Negro now America has failed to en- ambivalence that has over- tinued to offer
themselves loose from the practice of of the nation's commercial banks are more than ever, he must have force the provisions of the taken a good many Doves much to us all,
that another Negro kid with
poetry in his heart can come
he
lived.
racial discrimination which had afflicted considered
had
Instead,
he
talked
that this dinner meeting Civil Rights Act of 1575 and these days.
government contractors be. felt
to world fame; so that another
d
George
or the Capital Press Club was she is failing to enforce the about the War in Vietnam and A
them for nearly a century. The American
dark-skinned girl who loves
cause they handle federal funds.
a particularly good forum for bill of 1964 in all its pro- again he condemned America was a genius
Bankers Association is pressing a cam.
music and has a genius for
expressing himself.
visions. We have not made one with the charges of victims of in his field of 110111P40011
compositi
can win world
paign to eliminate bias and discrimina.
The real issue is twofold. First,
per cent progress a year in napalm and the brutalizing of star -makWhen
be
arose
to
be
introacclaim;
so
that more Billy
They
children.
preparing
for
and
seemed
to
be
ing,
tion in the employment practices of com- banks and other industries can no longer
the desegregation of schools. women
duced as "the conscience of At this rate, it will be 97 were all familiar and all in- perhaps another decade or two Strayhorns and George Treadmerical banks.
afford to pass up any executive talent America," the applause was
wells and John Works can
years before this is accom- dicative o: the weak spot in of inventiveness.
emerge.
as long as such talent is in painfully polite, the kind accorded to
that
the King logic, charges
plished."
The association is preparing inshort supply. Second, and more im. man of distinction. In his meas- "Booker T. Washington used have never been substantiat- We are shocked when death Those who have gone home
formation for its members outlining the
comes to those close to us or
ured cadence, he apologized pressureless persuasion. He ed.
to Heaven made sacrifices and
expectations of the government on just portant, the soundness of our whole ifor having to leave early so was wide! praised and called Having relieved himself of to People we might not know suffered setbacks and somesocial fabric is at stake. The heart of that he could keep a preach- a respcnsible leader by the all his personal repugnance so well personally. but people
how banks must act to conform with fedhow managed to open doors
the matter is whether any human being ing commitment in Cincinnati, white folks. Whenever. I am about the War in Vietnam. who are widely known for the for the youth of our time.
eral regulations that they refrain from
who
are
widely
known
for
the
the next rrorning.
collet; a responsible leader, it Martin Luther King like his
discriminating against employees or ap- — Christian or Jew, black or white —
Like the cit, girl who milked worries me because it often famous nameskae did a cen- contributions they are making Let us keep open those doors.
plicants because of race, color, creed, or may rise as high in pursuiit of his the coy. ind then tried to pour medns you are not telling the tury or rrore ago in Germany co society. Somehow we act open them wider and help our
proclaimed his as if we did not realize that kids to walk in and take their
passionately
It back 'TA° the cow's mouth truth.
national origin.
Phoice its his ability permits.
because she thought it looked "The privileged groups nev- crede. "*. am not a consensus death comes to all of us; that rightful place. God bless our
dead. God bless our living
a little thin, King said he er voluntarily give up their seeker. I do not take Gallup
The
oppressed polls in order to form my own none of u. are here on earth our men and women of tothought he should come back advantages.
to Pemain for an eternity.
morrow. (ANP Feature).
to Washington for the second must demand their rights. 1 judgments."
time that week to "run my
speech back through again.'
By NAT D. WILLIAMS

Brooke As VP

King Still Holds Sway
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Mourns Dead, Has
Hope For Living
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Banks And Race Bias

A Wise Counsel
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ONLY IN AMERICA . .

,1 He had carefully prepared
Ibis remarks. They were well
structtred on the three evils
of
history — racism, economic
The New York commissioner of cial slurs" in police relationships with
expioitation, and war. Racism,
police must be commended for speakIng minorities will be treated lightly by
his'be geld, w still rampant and
By HARRY GOLDEN
the middle one, and grandma h would have been better If conversant with selling a jourAmerlee's shame. While there
with eloquent resolution in
warning regime,
Commissioner
Broderick Wai some progress Isere and
off
in Jersey City, from the back on KP than manipulating nal, I cif tell you couldn't
police officers against racial brutality
ago, when my boys
pledged. We believe these forthright there, most noticeably, the Years
youngest
which we dutifully those subscription blanks be- work yourself through a full
were young, each in his time
and
discrimination. These charges,
words represent Commissioner Broder. breakdown of structured and sold the Saturday Evening mailed each week.
fore our susnIclous eyes.
tank of gas on the sales comoften, leveled at policemen in sensitive
segregation in the South. Post They were enticed into
ick's own deep convictions. We hope his !ego
late
30s,
there
Then about the
the struggle is more difficult
A few years later, he was missions let alone integrate
areas of potential conflicts, are usually
message will be heard by those on the than ever new and the goal of this entrepreneurial diversion used to come a knock on the
hack, still lir maculate. still a four-year liberal arts esby the premium Curtis Pub
pooh.poohed by the metropolitan press.
force who interpreted
his opposition eitil freedom is only a bud and lishing offeree - a bicyco door and we admitted a pleas- young, now seeking help in tiblishuient. What amazes me
Yet, invariably they represent the in. to
antly dressed young man who
wirking his way through col is that this gambit has not
a civilian review board as evidence not a flower.
Om hundred new subscribers
assured us be had come on an loge.
itial stage of disorders.
All of us know how im- only wetherkl the test of
was
theirs.
and
the
bicycle
"There re some who say
that he could be pushed around.
errand, of community action
They ran out of friends dnd Community action were the portant college is. A young man time and efficiency, but has
the
eivil
rgbts
movement
has
"I will not tolerate. and I charge
We also hope superintendents or .ost its nrisrie and is divideci. relatives long before, however. key words since the Depres- who doesn't get through college proved amazingly adaptive.
you at your peril not to tolerate, abuse
But at that, they got a canvas sion was in tuU career. Who is in about as serious trouble From the magazine salesman
commissioners of police in other cities No one car forget the glorious pouch
as a young man under water an alert Martian could deciphwhich they slung rakish- wouldn't iet him
of authority by any police officer or
days when we attacked segrcin? Corner our history of the salt
where Poverty, slums, and segregation grtion. There was the Mont- ly over their shoulder, a numMagazines
action,
muoity
however,
eon.
unnecessary use of force against any
thirty years: Depression, war.
are a constant source of danger, will gomery bus boycott, the sit- ber of magazines and it seems slated of subscribing to magaBut the gambit Is still good. technocracy, and
citizen," the commissioner told a group
to
me
they
thtegratioa.
ing of 1960, Birmingham and
will follow Broderick's wise counsel.
zines. Neither he nor the corn- Last week, a handsome Negro Can
Stick Make that claim?
received a cent
Seim a."
assembled for promotion ceremonies. He
mollify had a chance. We • smith approached me. He was, Can
Kodak? Can Camel Cigand a half for
But despite the reassurance of per.
were up to our knees in maga. he explained. trying to help arettes?
added:
"These lzd to the civil rights each
delivery.
yin's
/tonal decency and fairness contained in bill
integrate colleges. I bit for It,
19e4 and the Voting They
s a v ed
"I will not tolerate, and I charge in his unequivocal
a matter of fact, %%hen
hook, line ard sinker. WIt%
language, we still be. •emts Act of 1965 and all o. enough fr o m
rho same young man came
told this Whin the score .n
tire I 1111) the only Out and
you at your peril not to tolerate, verbal iieve an independent civilian review them were great watershed their energy to
after the war, this till...
out intea, ationist newspap-i oivi' rights and integrati .n,
rnc.-ement.. Now, we are in a buy their own
tattling entree with the enbrutality. The unthinking tongue in board is the best defense
below the Mason • Dixon Line. he aband..iael his pitch
against the transition period, moving from bicycles, but at
,reaty that he could present a
told me instead of selling ms
1967 can be the worst enemy this de- practices of prejudices
phis,
m
one
the
revolution
to
one time I had
so earnfttly
concerted plan for helping reYou guessed It.
a
six year sutscription to
partment has."
subscription
challenged by the New York commie- another. We are In a struggle a
turning
veterans
"adjust." I wasn't mtraged. Nor did I 'dies Home Journal, he'd
for
genuine
equality."
from the oldest.
Magazines again. And he was pity so devious an approach tot settle tor
Neither "physhui,1 abuses, nor "ra. sioner.
OOLDAX
one book of Plaid
"We won a few gains se my wife from
th adjustiag veteran, Certainly magazines. As someone pretty Stamps.
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Models Show Latest Fashions At PTA Show
The
Walker
Elementary Paris by Mrs. Joan Golden, Mrs. Jean Flipping. Mrs. S. L. The finale was living ads
School PTA presented its an- who was visited in her living Jones, Mrs. Alvertis Williams. representing businesses of the
nual fashion show on Sunday,lroom by Mrs. Bettye Wilson, Mrs. iIatel Guy, Mrs. Gladys community. The narrator was
Mrs. Georgia Walker.
May 21, in the school audi- a neighbor,
Thomas and Mrs. Georgia Ann
Mrs. Joan Golden of Radio
torium at 322 King rd.
Mrs. Golden told her about Clay.
Station WLOK was narrator.
The preliminary attraction the people she met, and then A fond farewell was given to Mrs. Bettye Wilson was chairwas a kiddie fashion show models came in with some of Mrs. Lucille Britt, who retired man, and Mrs. Allie V. Jefwith first and second grade the fashions "she" has pur- at the end of the school term. feries co-chairman.
students as models. It was chased.
She was presented a golden Other members of the cornnarrated by Mrs. Allie V. Jet Models displayed fashions on orchid, accented with green mitte were Mrs. Girtha L.
Series.
a suspended wing of the stage, ribbons,
representing
the Jackson, Mrs. Bettye CaldThe theme for the main at- accented by green and gold school's colors. It was fash- well, and Mrs. Georgia Walk.
traction was "Fashions and decorations,
ioned by Mrs. Bettye Cald- er. Mrs. Hattie Lee is presiConversatioa." The fashions They were Miss Berdeen well and Mrs. Girth& L. Jack- dent of the Walker School
were supposedly viewed in Golden, Mrs. Gloria Morgan, son.
PTA, and Charles W. Horner
II
%tuts
'
4/ISM

4'4441,
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dents are seen here as Hv- I
Mg ads for various bask.

MODEL FOR LIVING ADS
— Walker Elementary eta-

nessess supporting school's l
fashion sh,w. From left are

Ramona Hawkins, Vivian
Johnson and Lissa Wilson.

al

Hiawatha Club

SH

Displays Art
•

The store that cares...about you!

During Meet
The Hiawatha Art and Social
club held its monthly meeting
at the Lelia Walker club house,
and hostesses were Mrs. M. J.
Owens, Mrs Lillian Scott and
Mrs. Lettie L. Poston.
The president, Mrs Winnle
Hill, presided over the business
session. Mrs Ernestine Martin,
chairman of the Art committee,
reported on her plans for the
State Federation Convention.
Articles of art were on display at the meeting. and will
be carried by Mrs Martin to
the convention. She and Mrs.
Mauddean Seward will be the
club's delegates.

4.11.1,11

Members present for the
meeting also were Mrs. W. A.
Bisson, Mrs Earl Green, Mrs.
Thelma Hooks, Mrs. Mary D.
King, Mrs. Lillie Kirklon, Mrs.
GUEST MODELS — "Fashions show at the Walker Elemen- Miss Birdeen Golden, Mrs. son. Mrs. Wilson was chair- Jessie Lockhart and Mrs. Annie
and Conversation" was the tary school. Models, from left,IGeorgia Ann Clay, Mrs. Joan man of the fashion show. (Hen- I Mitchell.
theme of the annual fashion are Mrs. Alvertis Williams,1 Golden and Mrs. Bettye WiI-j ry Ford Photos)
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At Rock Bottom Prices
'65 Ford 51210
'64 Ford $1225
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Fe'rlane 100 wagon, a'r con.
d'tioned, WI, automatic, radio and heater.

zair/4"e 4 door, air condi+ ioned 4 cylinder, automatic,
radio and heater. White well

'65,Chry. $2020

'65 Ford 51910

Cenveitilaie, *.11, automatic.
radio mad heeler, white well
*res.

LTD, 2 door hardtop air con.
ditioned, white well ti.es, me.
tomatic.

15 Cher. S1660
5915

'83 Cher. $1640

Falcon station wagon a ey•
tinder, automatic, radio arid
boater. white will tires. •

Corvette convertible VI au.
Somatic, fedi* and heater,
chrome wheels, red bagel tins.

tairtene 4 ilaer,
11 cvillidsr, so.
Newiti, radio.
• n d heater,
whlt• well tires.
air condition's,.

-9Prb

,

DELIVERS

'64 Ford $2080

Oilesie SOO convertible, V.
automatic, radio and heater,
white wall tires.

Thunderbird Coneertible, radio and hooter, full power
end air, white well tires.

'64 Olds $1565
air. mete.
4 eloor, power I

thaloa.

'65 Ford $2395
Ilsvisderbird, 2 dew 'hardtop,
hisetsr, white
well Nos, pewee windows,

air, *le aid

'68 Olds $2125
Station wagon, 9 itatt"terr
•
white wall tires, rotli•
and heifer.

'65 Ford 81980

444.
"*"

Memphis City School teacher worth said the r aises for
will be given a raise in salary teachers were not as high as
next year despite the fact the,they would have been under
Board of Education had to cut the proposed budget but "we
its proposed budget more than felt they deserved a raise and
$2 million after the state legiseverything we could to get
lature approved the lower did
as
much
as we could.
figure.
The raises were announced "Many proposed programs
at a special meeting of the and additions in personnel had
board and range from $200 a to be dropped entirely," he said
year'for starting teachers with The largest cut was made in
a bachelor's degree to $1.100 the area of instruction where
a year for 20-year teachers more than $1.3 million was
dropped from their program.
with a doctorate.
The final budget figure The largest share, $249,600, of
approved by the board today this was taken from special
was just over $47.9 million. education which means planned
The proposed figure presented classes for more than 1,200
to the state legislature last I mentally and physically handimonth was about $50 million. capped children had to be
Board President Hugh Bos- dropped.

4 deer, newer steering. radi•
and heater, .Jr conditioned,
white wall tires.

•0

'62 Ford $1105
Galati:

'64 Choy. $1550
Irneiiia convertible, v.11, mete.
radio and hearty, white
wall tires
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HERFF FORD
OPEN NITES

2450 SUMMIR
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S.
MIA IBM WSW...
BECAUSE Il's lilt tit
IXTRA EIRT
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•
Add *a Woo Mut to your oMat.
,,,.. wit, I.,• good taste/ it wire
fry Stag Sow Stag tastes** may
bee. te0t.rta Dry ',avow., th.t
NMI MOMS I wan rarresnwa
han the Stag line %MOM

CANLING Ii1114444
COMPANY,
ILLINOIS
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4
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MP FRUIT DRINKS
1-QT.
14-0Z.
CANS

90

A&P Condons•d

6 IT c MILK 6 c'Tz!'s 97'
For

gAIL
j
DETERGENT.)
King 51z•5-1b.2-oz.

SHORTENING

whit.

II•unty

ALL BRAND NEW

dmi
JAL M

REGISTER TODAY 14 MUSTANGS

•

WITH
(NBUTTERMILK

)
- Mustard - Turnip
SNAP
. GREENS
BEANS ib.19 r )

AMINE

NOBODY WALKS AWAY

394

if
12'
Pkg.

½55
WATERMELON ,2
4 9:

FREE Us. for Otto Yoer.
Coll and We Will Mall Yoe Entry Slink.
41914c!
Nes t.
Iry
firsts.,
1(710.1'1

31'

Fruits and Vegetables!

4

4

tee

490
ea.

(SAVE 104)

uj one
Glazed Donuts"MADEWhite Bread
I

2 Qts.

X

15 Moro. $1780

4 door
radio and heater.
white wall tires. olf, pore?
steering

APPLE PIE

expected that lest prediction employees will

radio aid
sedan
P oewenear, 4 cylinder,
tiansi•rd transwilsiee,

'05 Pont. $1801

Delicious Dutch

Makes

Cravistrr

SOO 4 door. on* own22,000
mute.
ItkafIc. answer steering.

we

start June 8, because if lack of material, It it

'65 Ford 11330

Chitterings

NECK 111414
Lbs
199
„ 10' For
BONES Lb•
"
r

Cherri-Aid-Drink

he furloughed by inday Juue 12. 1967.

2 door hardtop, radii' avid
heater, •rtemetic, white well
l'res, air conditioned.

)Pork

Loan /A•uty

Officials of the RCA Memphis Plant stated that

'64 Ford $1190

Country sedan,
9•Ownlger,
radio end heater, air, chew

33

Lb
NO LIMIT - NONE SOLO TO DEALERS

PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT,
TROPICAL PUNCH
AND
GRAPE DRINK

the fArloughint of production employees, yould

1

CUT-UP
( OR SPLIT)

PUBLIC NOTICE

Fal,lane IMO XL
2 doer hard?• , power
steeringa n d
.
air v.g, auto

'66 Ford $2070
Chevy II, convertible, ayto.
matie. I cylinder radio and
neater, white well tires,

*XXIV

'68 Ford

$2025

with approved credit

'63 Choy. $1045

L

white Wall FM.

'50

11235

•8100'
/PO

e

$740

Folcon wagon 4 cylinder, au.
+emetic, radio and heater,

'64 Ford

boa

'63 Ford

IMPALIO Spar, Coupe 2 deer
,4
hardhoo, radio and
in floor, white wall tires,

'85 Ford

•

Teachers Get A Raise
Despite Tight Budget

•••i•••••••

••

U.S.D.A. Inspected

3 can
lb.

c4
yy

TUP
WIN o

$1000
in CASH
PLUS

PRODUCT
PRIZES

L.
START ODAY
No Purchase Required to Ploy
SHOP THESE MEMPHIS AREA STORES
• 1500 S. Lauderdale
413 N. Cleveland

4770 POPLAR • 4780 SUMMER • 2829 LAMAR • 2473 POPLAR
3463 SUMMER • 3961 PAP AVE • 2131 FRAYSER •SOUTHAVEN, MISS.
PRICES EFFECTIY 1809 SATIlltlAY MAY 219
Inewria.
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I. •• II

Ot • t

•• •• •

••

th•

••
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,
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and Emma Turner, had a sider her appearance on "Good
marvelous time and yours Morning From Memphi a"
truly would have won a prize Tuesday morning with Gus
a birthday
had we not concentrated on the Heningburg as
beautiful sounds coming form present. She made a pretty
the black lacquered stereo as picture I must say and was
we perched on the sides of ever alert as she answered the
impromptu questions.
the white fireplace.
The Rubaiyats don't play Gwen's doting parents, the
bridge but they have a whale Rev. and Mrs. E.W. Williamson
of good time when they get were there to give their loving
together. Peggy Brewer and touch to the party as was her
Gloria Young were co-hostess little brother, Willfert, who
p u nching
records.
to them Friday night and can enjoyed
you imagine? They had com- Gwen's godmother, Mrs. Claumanded that everyone wear die Horne, Mrs. Edward Reed,
ERMA LEE LAWS
miniskirts and Jewel Walker out Mrs. J.I. Bradley and yours
"Besides the noble art pretty as the little pink floral, minied them all and won first truly were also on hand to
of getting things done, bids she sent out foretelling of prize, a bottle of cologne.
enjoy the beautiful pink cake
there is the noble art the elegant evening.
Anne They played some sort of decorated with pink, green,
of leaving things undone. with the sparkling personality zany card game which required and blue flowers, hors
The wisdom of life con- and as stylish as a model was more humor than skill and win- d'oeuvres, punch and the dancsists in the elimination dramatically haute couture in a ning first prize was Elsie Ma- ing of the young people.
of
nonessentials."
Lin brilliant shade of green which lunda, a guest, and claimed a Scores of junior localites
Yutang.
she wears ever so well. She pretty compact: club members, were there having a ball with
The week that was, was a and Bill and Phyllis R o s s, Helen Green. frangant powder, Gwen. The Williamson family
mad mad whirl aboard "the whom he escorted, were eye and Jewel again coming in the all aforementioned except the
merry go-round." There was catching as they danced with picture again winning a floral youngest son, Keith have
the Co-Ette Graduation Dinner verve the lastest rages. By the mirror. Cv en Walton, another motored lff to Chicago, MilDance at the Sheraton-Motor, by we noticed that Bill who is guest also won a compact and waukee and D.C. for a three
Inn, parties for bridal pairs, at home with the canvas and yours truly just had to get in week vacation.
Erma Lee Laws, sponsor;
Hobson, President, Mr. Henare Denise Sims, Harriet
CO-ETTE GRADUATES —
Angela Owen and Elbert Ter- oils is quite at ease with a the act and pulled our own
Joyce Lincoln, Glenda TayCarol
ingburg,
hint,
Elder
the
in
Dinner
Graduation
are shown posing with Gus„ "ry, Lynn Howell and Dr. Robert camera. Saw him at ths wed- name — for real, and getting
lor and Marsha Turner.
Earls, Chariman Jr. Board
University Room of the
Heningburg, speaker
tave
Maurice Tharpe. who were dings over the week-end re- some travel tumblers.
(Withers Photo)
of Directors. On Second row
Sheraton Motor-Inn. Let to
and Elder Blair T. Hunt,
married in beaufiful ceremo- cording them on film.
You remeber that the RubaiDavis, Peggy Prater, Miss
right seated are Sandra •
honor at their
of
guest
pies Friday and Saturday re- Socialites making up the yats sponsored transportation
spectfully, a wedding reception cosmopolitan party were Pat for the blind adults to evening
Sunday for Juanita Harbor andland Harold Shaw, she's the new classes at Georgia Avenue, well
f.yeerge Coleman at the ToP;member of the Memphis Links, they plan to undertake the projVats and Tails Clubhouse, Juanita and Johnny Arnold. ect again come September Two LeMoyne College stu'the testimonial for the Rev. Walterine and John Outlaw,i and have already made plans dents have been chosen to at- This summer, be a polar
'and Mrs. S.A. Owen, at their Harriett and Maceo Walker, for a benefit at Club Rosewood tend the Harvard-Yale-Colum- "bear-foot" girl in frosty
:Metropolitan Baptist church, Mildred and Frank Williams. August 20.
bia Intensive Studies Program leather shoes. Made for warmNthitch drew scores of promi- Catherine and Dr. H. H. John- Before they got into the during the summer.
weather comfort, porous
sisent citizens out to pay their re- son, Marion and Dr. Walter games the winners and Gloria
Miss Johnnie Milan. a junior
will keep you as cool
leather
;tweets to the beloved couple, Gibson, Rachel and Dr. A. B. Ward, Mose Yvonne Hooks, of 2385 Silver Cove. and James
g2a meeting of the West Ten- Carter. she looked good in Lavonia D e b erry. Maxine Hastings, will attend the sum- as any iceberg-bound bruin.
nessee Democratic Women's beige; Helen and Tom Hayes, Shipp, Clara Parker, Mattie E. Robinson, a senior of 725
meeting at the Top of the 100 Neet and Dr. Ike Watson, Taylor. Evelyn Mays, Evelyn mer session at Harvard, July 3 It's a matter of statistics
that more foot ailments deClub, the reception honoring Eddie Mai and Robert Rat- Va-asseur, Beverly Smith and — August 25.
during the hot summer
velop
support
who
parents
foster
cliffe, Roberta Ratcliffe, Ruth Doris Walls had put the finishMiss Milan. a history major. months. Most of the trouble
the and Robert Lewis, Jewel and ing touches on the plans for the
at
Bureau
Children's
acwere
Robinson
and Mr.
Sarah Brown YWCA both of Dr. Oscar Speight, she was project. They're planning an cepted for the program. There can be traced to the wrong
foot wear. To help
to
had
reluctantly
which we
sophisticated in black. Johnetta evening of fashions and enter- were more than 650 applicants type of
forego and express our regrets Kelso, Margaret and Dr. Fred tainment for you, be generous from colleges throughout the stamp out ''summertime feet".
the chill-seeking woman
tie' Annabelle Clement O'Brien Rivers, she's a pretty petite love.
nation.
chooses leather shoes — the
a
with
and Sam Rutherford
bundleof vivaciousness and Also guesting with Peggy and
Scholarships covering all exvalue for herself
"'ea for a rain check.
was wearing white, Helen and Gloria and enjoying the mini penses. including travel, are top footwear
in her family.
everyone
and
Gustav Heningburg, assist- Eldridge
"Buddy"
Tarpley, show were Helen Cooke. Hazel provided for the participating
lig to the President of the Callie Stevens, Harriett and Sims and Jane Johnican.
students.
proper prethe
Leather is
NSACP legal Defense and Claiborne Davis. Alma and Doris Tunstall chose Stein- Dr. Lionel A. Arnold, acs- ventative for hot sticky feet
Edt•cational Fund, held his Phillip Booth, Leola Gilliam, berg's Malibu House to fete the idemic dean at LeMoyne. said because of its naturally porous'
audience spellbound with his Jewel Hulbert, Grace Young. Les Uniques. They were busi-:"The program is designed to animal structure. Since pores
timely message articulated so Rose and Dean A. A. Branch ly planning a cook-out and'seek out students with a p0- provide ventilation, there is a
very beautifully and his hand- from Tougaloo. Addie and Wil- among the fashionable femmes tential for future graduate continuous flow of fresh air
some looks; we recall hearing liam Owen, Louise and Taylor in on the planning were Bar- study from predominantly Ne- around the feet so that both
someone say that he really Ward, Lois and Charlie Tarp- bara Jackson, Myra Wilson, gro colleges."
they and the shoes stay cool
di.d;'t have to talk, his good ley, Melba and Lonnie Briscoe, Joann Osborne. wearing a chic
and dry. Fabric or plastic
,100 s would hold your atten- Dr. Jimmy Byas, Dr. Leland new hair cut, Betty Rounds.
footwear, on the other hand
Ption!
Atkins. and our guest, Val Min- Carolyn McGhee, sporting her
(or foot). are non-porous and
Elder Blair T. Hunt. was or, smart in stark white set new Toronado; Ruby Purdy.
trap moisture and heat inside
guest of honor and presented off with chalk white chandelier Amanda Battles, daring in a
the shoe.
each of the eight Co-Ettes grad- earrings.
mini skirt, Jerri Williams.
TheFe are a wealth of newly
Bates with a book of Psalms. The bridge clubs are about Earline Maples, Evelyn Vavasminted leather shoe styles
He gave yours truly another winding up until next fall and seur, and Bunny Vanpelt, drivavailable to help cool off your
book of beautiful quotations, Joyce Weddington was hostess ing her dad's new Eldorado.
sunny season. Sparkling and
-Flowers For You." We like to the VIPs when they bade Pushed with plans to attend
"colorful are graceful slingsharing the thoughts from the the season adieu at her beauti- summer school and unable to
f u 1 1-t o e d
dashing
backs,
books he has given us in the ful new address on Fairmeade. attend the meeting were Rose
past and always begin o ur Joyce who ahs a penchant for Ca viness. Lillian Hammond. The Marie Baker Service flatties, breezy "village-type"
strap-shoes'
column with one of them.
oriental furnishings has dra. and Charlotte Harroll.
, club held its June meeting at sandals, striking
Shirle-i Peace. Memphis matically and beautifully dee- Oh to be sixteen again! Well ' the resident of Mrs. Linniel of all types. In a dozen disState coed. honorary Co-Ette orated her spacious new home; Vicki Floyd and Gwen William- Johnson of 337 Trigg ave., with tinctive leathers — including
bnd a former "Miss Co-Ette" with the Eastern theme son have just turned sixteen, the
president, Mrs. Nellie smooth, grained, brushe d.
and
housed the two Jr. Sponsors throughout. The walls are all. and their parents went all out Osborne. presiding over the suede, waxy, embossed
from Houston, Cheryl Washing- white, the carpet red and much to make the occasions memor- business session. A report was genuine patent leather — these
Ifresh shoe fashions will step
ton and Leah Minor and threw of the furniture, is black lac- able for them. Vicki's parents, given on the tea.
a beeg beeg party for them quer. 'Tis really beautiful, she Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Floyd The vice president. Mrs. sprightly into your summer
at the homestead of her genial even has Chinese characters entertained her with a Dis- Alma Sonia, was elected as schedule of work.
parents. Maggie and Samuel on the kitchen cabinets! The cotheque Thursday at Club delegate to the State Feder- 1
Peace on Horn Lake Rd.
huge white couch expands the Rosewood and had Joe Haw- ation convention to be held in.
Incidentally we learned from massive living room with its kins who is known as "The Chattanooga.
Vivian Willis, who is a native shaggy red carpet and gor- Hawk" to spin records for them The birthdays of Mrs. Ethel
of Houston. that Dr. Walter geous lamps.
plus music by the Currents Wynn and Mrs. Gertrude
Minor. delivered her's and The white leather bar in thel which is led by saxophonist Cathey were recognized. Mrs.
Thomas' first born. Archie. family room was a popular spot Mrs. J. I. Bradley and yours Sara Chambers is on the sick
Walter is the life mate of va, before the girls settled down Cato Walker, Jr.
ted by
list. and is being
the Houston sponsor. and father for bridge, Lloyd, the man of Vicki had 2 beautiful orchid members and receiving cards.
Choir Day will be
of Leah. Small world isn't it? the house, was an adept bar. and white birthday cake with Guests at the meeting were Annual
observed in a program to be
alwho
Inc.,
Memphians
Mary
Mrs.
The
tender for the evening. Truly sixteen candles and lots of Mrs. Sara Carr and
held at the Pentecostal Baptistil
ways have a group for lively a helpmate, he even assembled young friends on hand to help K. James.
,on Sunday, June 25, at
dances. parties and what have the first bridge prize for Joyce, her celebrate the occasion. Her Other members present for church
and the public is
p.m.,
2:45
than
lively
less
vou were no
a two ti.red bronze serving aunt. Mrs. Alberta Robinson the meeting were Mrs. Alma invited.
their usual selves at their four- cart which went to Faye Lewis. f• Tri,? down from St. Louis Sonia. Mrs. Irene A. Sanders,
teenth anniversary dance in the, The pretty prizes were all just for the party. Vicki is a Mrs R. L. Biles, Mrs. Hattie Choirs from several churches
of the Peabody. Wil- I wrapped in• red, white and student at Hamilton High.
..
,„,wakyway
Marable, Mrs. Elizabeth Harris. have been invited to particiiiam Fitzgerald was chairman black. to match the decor of the And Gwen who is our "Miss Mrs. Gertrude Cathey, Mrs pate. The church is located at
and his demure wife Mae along sparkling new home and of Co-Ette" celebrated her six- Carris Smith, Mrs. Ethel 1538 Norris rd.
th the other vies of the club course th•-• hostess carried out Iteenth natal day with a bash Wynn, Mrs. Lillie Jefferies,
embers were as pretty as pie- the color theme in her attirein the Aztec Room of the Hotel Mrs. Thelma Franklin, and Mrs. Adelaide Lambert is
-tares when they received the and received in red oriental Claridge. Guess she can con- Miss B. C. Lenoir, reporter. assistant secretary of the chior.
liouciets of long stemmed red harem pants.
rbses when their mates were Other VIPs snaring the priz-presented.
es were Velma Lois Jones,
More about the dance in a squealing her delight over the
separate story.
red umbrella with plastic port
,••Sally and Caffrey Bartholo- holes; Emma Jean Stotts, a
,':.mew have that enviable quality gold serving tray and Earline
Zbat makes them hosts par Mobley, a white milk glass
-:rexcellente and exhibited it at chip and dip set.
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
teir dinner party at the Top
NATiONA,_
Not concentrating so much
Sun_Hats and Tails Clubhouse
on bridge but rather the beauty
,slay before last. Their handsome of the confines were Bernice
BANKAME1HCARO
- hffspring, Anne B. Harris, who Cole; Martha Thomas, whom
It'ide(II// /1, ;#
is spending the summer with the club members had showerThem from her post at Knox- ed before the meeting in anti100% HUMAN
College, and Bill, home cipation of her expected one;
HAIR WIGS
...horn the war in Viet Nam Mary Ezell, Valtina Robinson.
irbere he served as a captain n Marie Stinson and Shelia Rob-Sise Army and is now a Man inson.
WE HAVE EVERY COLOR
'Power Specialist with the War Guests carting away prizes
--111 Poverty gave them their • -ere Alice Helm, a white hat
sistance in entertaining.
SEE US FOR
box; Gwen Isabel, a five piece
• -*The cocktails which preceded red and white luncheon set:
EXPERT STYLING
ttltiner. the beautiful flowers and Barbara Knowles, a mirro
with whi^h we're sure the ar• copper cocktail set. Linda Isatistic Bill decorated the club bel. Juanita Truitt, Ethel Bell
sm
esbms, good music and smartSPECIAL
ly dressed friends, all gave
''1 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
.
FREE READ FORM
]
SECRET PRAYER
dse to stimulating conversation
HANDMADE WIOS
CHART
FORMULA
WITH EACH WIG
and a very, very pleasant
STARTING AT $38.95
evening.
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL1
In such a setting guests
PRAYER TEMPLE
dined on a catered supper of
S125.00 Value
for Fr•-• Daily Blessings. How
Send
whole
prime rib roast beef, tiny
thithrough
want
you
what
carrots, marinated vegetable I to get
10:00 TO 5:30
Prayers are
salad. vOth remoulade sauce, new way of Prayer. MY
i.
51NoTtfl)
being sent out and blessings ar.
THURS.
asparagus casserole and hot Coming
self
stamfod•
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
Mail
rolls and enmpaniate coodies of addressedin- envelope
to Ow. C.
111 6:00 P.M.
ItiV most delicious fudge;I Forster, P. 0. Box 56 St-Albans.
'square* er tasted and coffee.!
Sallie, wearing pink, was as'

Society

Merry
Go-round

LeMoynites To
Attend Harvard
During Summer

Cool-Footed

HOGUE & KNOTT
SQUASH
Lb 5'
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS..
FANCY YELLOW

Hogue &
Knott
Low Price

Marie Baker

Club Hears

GARDEN GROWN

Tea Report

. GREEN
CABBAGE

Choirs To Sing
At Pentecostal

WAREHOUSE SALE

DAILY

MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS

100% Human Hair

WIGS

LARGE WIGLETS

$18.95

FLORIDA GRAY

549.95
PHONE

527-3619

Each

HOME GROWN
SNAP IIkANS

Lb 150
LEMONS 29t
SUNKIST

Dozen

$3.50

LONG FALLS

GRAPEFRUIT

2Q
Lb. 5° 5 Bag 390
WATERMELON
89
20 Lb.
. Avg.

DAILY

PINK MEAT

-I

MON CLAIRE INC. OPEN DAILY
14 NO. MAIN STREET

1378 HOLLYWOOD
(321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3511 PAR'
1578 LAt.R
336"/ :SUMMER
rHOMAS in Fra/i6r H

1
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Patsy Jean Ceazer
Will Be Wed June 18
Mr. and Mrs. George T. tioned at Jacksonville, ArkanBryant of 1900 Boyle Avenue sas. He is a fuel laboratory
announced the wedding of their technician.
Deice, Miss Patsy Jean Ceazer
last week. Miss Ceazer will
marry A 2c William Spearman,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. William Spearman Sr. of 2340 E
Silver Avenue. The bride is
the daughter of Mrs. Mary A chari+y program featuring
Ceazer, 1754 Cincinnati street. 12 singing groups will be preThe wedding will be held Sunsented at the St. b‘ark Bapday, June 18th at Magnolia
First Baptist Church. Rev. J.W. tist church in Collierville,
Wyms will conduct the nuptials. Tenn., on Sunday, June 18,
Miss Ceazer received her starting at 8 p.m., and the
preparatory school training at public is invited.
Hamilton High School and is Among those featured will be
presently a student at Griggs Cousin Eugene and the Heaven
Business College. She is major. Bound Express.
A prize will be given to the
ing in Secretarial courses.
Airman Spearman was grad- person holding a lucky ticket
uated from Hamilton High number.
School also. He entered t h e All proceeds from the muarmed services in September sical will be given to the
of 1965, and is currently sta- needy.

Singers To Give

Benefit Program

Make it perfect.

PATSY JEAN CEZZER

Medicare Is Topic

Ivy L.A.

For those ladies who do not
fully understand all of the
provisions of Medicare, there
will be a discussion by R. M.
Brewer to the Overseas Wives
club in the Red Cross building
at 1400 Central on Thursday.
June 15, at 9:30 a.m.

GOAT MILK

•

Next best to Mothers' Milk
for Ittabi•s. If your baby isn't
thriving switch to GOAT
MILK. Stamp out shots, pills,
and Dr. bills.
MONTESI MDSN. AVE. MKT.

What happens to the American League
when superstars like Mantle and Robinson are gone? While the National League
comes on strong with heroes like Richie
Allen and Roberto Clemente, the American League managers search nervously
for boy-wonders of their own. See how
they size up Sam McDowell, Boog Powell and 8 other superstar possibilities in
this month's Sport Magazine. Along with
a new section on "Sports' New Golden Age", including 8
stories and articles on golden boys such as Richie Allen, Jim
Ryun and Joe Frazier.
Plus Sport's Giant Sport Quiz,offering $10,000 in cash and
other prizes to the fans who know their st uff. spoRT
For an authoritative, in-depth look at
the personalities who make sports happen
pic.k up Sport July ISSUe nOw On sale.
First Mawr% Isr Sport&

EASi 5014 POPLAR (At Menden
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON

Morton

PORT

OWNIT. LTA 90 PtO0f. MST IU.L0 Dfl Ill f1011101210111 UAIL

NotIc of

IleariPu
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CREAM PIES

held in room 212, Shelby County Courthouse, Memphis Tenn., at

Plus Deposit

FRED MONTESI

35'

2 Limit

For25
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

Sacra mento
For390

PEARS

Calif. Halves
17 oz
3 Limit

FLOURlloiEct 49

•
BACON
KING COTTON or FRED MONTESI

KING COTTON
or

Regular or Thin

FRED MONTESI

BACON

-Reg. 69c
-00or

Regular 67c
9c

Lb. Pkg.
Fisiloes BEEF 1BA1
CON - 12 Oz. Pk9.-Reg. 73e Pk

g 15c:7--

With ctu..pen end $5.00 ocithelenel perches*, excluding
value of coupon wrorchendlo• (fresh milk products oroIl
"Jr" tobacco also excluded In cernpllenc• wtth eters leer).
One coupen per family. Compen expires Moilneadei...
Neal, Jun•

WITH COUPON

file in the office of the Shelby County building department,

or•

''er-

FRED

MON1ESI

r-1

rawts,
„
.....

,

5.

3

Light Crust

BLEACH

at this hearing. A copy of the proposed housing code is on

FRANCIS P. GUM
Chairman
Housing Code Advisory Committee

KIDNEY BEANS

Reg. Price 2 for 294151
/
2 oz.

8

Gall"
Plastic
Container

3 Limit

Joan of Arc

oz.

3 Limit
/
1
2 Qt:

23

12 oz.

LUNCIsios
tliAT3912
DOUBLE COLA

10 It.M., C.D.T. on June 21st, 1967. Any person or organization
op
desiring to be heard will be granted an opportunity to be heard

sane 1505, 100 North Main building, Memphis, Tenn.

POUND CAKE

14 oz.

Griffin

•

proposed Selby Canty housing code. The bearing will be

FRED MONTESI

5 ri
WAFFLE SYRUP
34.15
'
Prem

5 Total Limit

A public hearing will be held by the Shelby County housing code
advisory committee to bear proponents and objectors to Is

I ,IPGFST FOCA) J OR t

1;\LMFHIS

Twinkle,twinkle Superstar,
How we wonder where you are.

Seagram's Extra Dry/ the perfect martini gin
swim oinuin

NEW PREXY CONGRATU- president of the National AsLATED — Sam Simmons, left, sociation of Market Developers
assistant sales manager of the during their 14th annual
Wonder Bread di v i s ion of conference held recently in
Con.inental Baking company, Houston, Texas. Mr. Black is
is shown congratulating Joe a newly appointed vice presiBlack, former pitcher with dent of the Greyhound Lines,
Dodgers, who was elected Inc.

Merrimac

SALMON
16 oz.

FRED MONTESI

5'

OLEO
.15°

Yellow Qtrs.

•
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Sports Horizon

Southern's Bob Lee
E
ected To Fame Hall

GOLF TOURNEY
got a big boost last fall when while Mt. Vernon was bombed
Elton Grandberry shot a four the city and county govern- 14-5. The South Side Boosters,'
under-par 138 in the recent ments voted $10,000 to be used ,the first team to use sepia!
annual Post Office' Golf 'Tour- to publicize the 1967 Ameriplayers in American Legion!
ney at the Galloway Whs. can Legion World Series to
The" slim smooth stroking Int be played here in late August. ball last season, are mow a
By BENNY THOMAS
Athletic Conference Lee is
tec carrier had rounds 70 and One of the conditions for ear- pre dominantly all-Negro outknown and respected as a keen,
88 to take the trophy in the marking the money for the fit. The Boosters took it on the
A former Memphiae, famed
championship flight. It mark- program was that local action chin in their first game with Southern University's Bob Lee highly perceptive and dedicated the first time that Negroes be open to all races. This Union Chevrolet. Union hung has been inducted into the ed man, who, no matter how
serious or crucial the situation,
have participated is this tour- season three all Negro teams up a 12-0 whitewash job.
NA1A Baseball Hall of Fame.
can always see the bright and
have been entered in the 20 Coach Bill Fowkles, who
nament.
side of things. After servlight
of
years
Another sepia duffer, td- team field. WDIA. Mt. Vernon coaches
33
of
veteran
A
team,
WDIA
the
ward Lewis, was, a winner of Gardens and the Klondike Ath- feels real good about his out- coaching baseball, basketball, ing as chief assistant to the
the First Flight. Lewis' card letics are sponsoring squads fit's chances after its initial golf, and football, Lee, along late Coach Munford, Lee beshowed a two round score of in the circuit for the first conquest.
T. with Wayne Causey, Chicago came director of Athletics at
Booker
The
Southern in 1952. He served
80-74 for a 154 total. John time.
Washington mentor is using White Sox infielder and Cinfinally Action got underway last primarily a roster which con- nati Reds Manager Dafe Bris- as head football coach for
Gordon
"Schoolboy"
got control of his game on the week with WDIA winning its sists of Warriors and mem- tol, was inducted in ceremonies three seasons.
ik.st 18-holes of the 36 rounds first encounter, a 7-5 decision bers of the championship Car- at St. Joseph, Mo., Sunday
The astute Southern mentor
WINDY'has just completed a nation- From left are Mr. Gilbey,
GILBEY VISITS
and posted a 89-81)170, good over the Frayser Merchants. ver squad. Two of the Cobra night, June 4th.
remains active as assistant CITY — The Honorable John wide tour of principal Ameri- Wilbert K. Harnew, vice presifor runners-up position in the The other two nines didn't stars, Larry Stevenson and
Central Region,
fare as well. The Athletics Willie Rogers, are ineligible "It's just hard to believe baseball coach to Emery Hines H. P. Gilbey, scion of one of can cities, and here he is seen dent-manager,
Second Flight.
Balm
Distillers;
me",
to
National
head
the
relinquishing
after
happening
reception
press
is
cockthil
this
a
that
at
most
distinguished
Britain's
EBONY TEAMS IN LEGION were thumped 114 by the for Legion play because they
on choking coaching job three seasons ago. families and a fourth gener- given in Continental Plaza by Leaven, publi she r pf New
bordering
Lee,
said
baseball
East
M
phis
Cardinals,
m
Legion
e
American
are beyond the age limit.
up in an obvious show of aunoation director of one of the National Distillers Products Crusade r, and- Arthur G.
A perennial favorite in this tion when he learned of the
world's best-known distillers, Co., distributors of Gilbey MeNitt, divisional manager,
area have been teams coach- coveted honor.
W. & A. Gilbey, Ltd., London, products in the United States. National Distillers.
ed by Tony Gagliano. This
111 1.111111‘
11.
.
.
4111.111111
The likeable former Jaguar
year Is no exception.
Is the news of your
baseball, basketball, football
Gagliano's Bill Speros bunch and athletic director became
club, your church, your
are strong in pitching with the second Southern University
most of the players once again coach to enter the Hall of school, your civic group
coming from Christian Bro- Fame. The late A.W. Mumford showing
up in your
thers. Speros will have its was also inducted into the Footnewspaper?
right
player
in
Negro
first
ball Hall of Fame.
I RST NATIONAL
hander Freddie Jamison. Jamison was a staf- on the Carver A native of New Orleans,
If it isn't, there's
BANKAMERICARD
team which was beaten re- but largely reared in Memphis,
cently in the state tourney Lee earned a total of 14 letters something y o u should
held in Bristol.
in high school and college. He
was quarterback at LeMoyne do about it. Appoint a
*LOW PRICES DAY AND NIGHT*
Gagliano made a strong pitch College in Memphis, as a
for the hard throwing Cobra member of the famed "Le- public relations chairwho will have an opportunity Moyne Mad Magicians". He man. Have that person
to toe the slab against some coached at Booker T. Washof his former teammates when ington High School in Memphis call Tri State Defender,
Speros locks horns with WDIA. before moving to Southern for JA 6-8397.
It is ironic that Galgliano is the first time in 1942.
using his first ebony player
We'll explain how
after becoming the target last Lee served a one-year stint
August of a NAACP protest at Central State college in
your news should be
letter which charged the vete- Xenia, Ohio in 1946, and the
ran coach with being bigoted. following year returned to prepared, how it should
Gagliano was quoted as saying Southern His tenure as Soubaseball be sent in.
natural thern. University's
had
Negroes
that
• Cestem-Made Covers
• S-Yeor Set-/Ic• Policy
baseball skills but he hadn't coach started in 1949, the year
found anyone who could make the sport was adopted as a
not getting
you're
If
Let Us Protect Your Furaitsersi With Our Three vinyl covers 14 Cleo" er Cakes
championship activity in the
his baseball team.
Southwestern Athletic Confer- your fair share of coverThe remarks, which he later ence, and placed second in the
age, that's a situation
•*110111 STONE* OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY.*
said were taken out of con- initial SWAC race.
text, almost threw a boomewe can help you correct.
Deis Is. I VNI Laumr1 MC""*.
2111 MI6
RIMY AM
Lee-coached teams won a toOp.. a 11.M.
rang into the publicity funds
Open 24 Nam Per Itm
7 III••• • WM. Pam 1141141114
soaveDAT
I Owas Mak Pbm74
which the local chapter of the tal of eight SWAC championLegion was seeking ships between 1949 and 1960
American
Oar
Try
MDT
1104-044
2124
LIM
PMCZ111
DAT
WY fewrom itv LOW
to host this year's World His teams at Southern won a
WI IMMO 115 RIMY TO Liwnr AM COMTI04 MAJOITIIS
Series. County Court squire, total of 209 games and lost
Jesse Turner, a local NAACP only 52 for a phenomenal .819
leader, reluctantly registered winning percentage.
the necessary yes vote as
One of the National League's
openly displayed and quoted
stars, Lou
from the newspaper article brightest young
CardiLouis
St.
the
of
Brock
when Legion officials made
of Lee's
their plea before the County nals, is a product
Southern University coaching.
Court last fall.
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FARMERS
MARKET
FAMOUS
GRADE A

OPEN

PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER CO,
loofirne

FREE
Estimates:

OPEN

BUDGET
TERMS
AVAILABLE

DAY OLD

DAYS
A WEEK

EGGS
350

CUSTOM.
MADECOVERS
FITTED IN
YOUR OWN
NOME! .

DAYS
A WEEK

PROTECTIVE PLASTIC COVER CO. 2,7SitEM4M5L65.44.'/E1

tr.

FARMERS MARKET

THANK YOU FOR YOUR -BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967

MADISON CADILLAC
AIPP
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••-

444
a

2 LOCATIONS
.341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

528.8207
327-8451
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As the University's basketball coach for 13 years, Lee
guided his teams to a 206-81
record, with a .717 winning
average, and five SWAC
championships.
Southwestern
the
Around

...;34410•-•

WONDER
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TO FIND
.. o buyer for rear
car, or a sewing machine to buy,or
one to deem your
hoes*? Just rood and

•
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Mckson 6-8397

411,

COUPE ET:VILLE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

People who enjoy surprises
...go with Greyhound

•

Greyhound is filled with wonderful sur- go. No wonder Greyhound carries more
prises. The surprise of seeing scenery people than anybody else. If you hire
you could never see as well by any other pleasant surprises, go with Greyhodatt
travel way. The surprise of riding rib- Nobody has lower fares than Greyhound.Far_
bons of smooth new super highways diON E ROUND
ONE ewe!,
TRIP
WAY
WAY TRIP
rect to your destination. Many people MIAMI
$3180 $57.25 NEW YORK ...837.65 $67*
$14.93 $26.95. NEW ORL EANS $12.40 K2 2.35
first tried Greyhound just to save money. DALLAS
NOBILE.... 413.93 $23.70 NASHVILLE ..$ 6.90 $12.45
Then discovered it's also a surprisingly DETROIT ... .$22.95 $41.3$ ST. LOUIS ...$10.10 $96.75
.$16.63 $30.00 LOS ANGELES.$34.33 $96.75
friendly,easy-going,convenient way to CHICAGO...
GREYHOUND TERMINAL 203 UNION AVE. PHONE 8233131

• DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY
IE

NEED DRIVERS
LICENSE
HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC
OUR BO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY

Learn to Orive with
Safety and Confidence
SPECIAL RATES
TO TEENAGERS

JOHNSON DRIVING
SCHOOL
327-3754

•14
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DONALD'S
FURNITURE
COMPANY

MONDAY
aid
THURSDAY
NIGHTS 'TM

9 PA.
SATURDAY
8 P.M.
405 N. CLEVELAND

(Just South of Sears Crosstown)

FASHION SHOW COMMITTER — Committee inem•

bers responsible for the annual PTA Fashion Show
at the Walker Elementary
-

school at 322 King rd.,
seated from left, are Mrs.
A. V. Jeffries. co-chairman; Mrs. Bettye Caldwell, Mrs. Georgia Walker

MOTOROLA The All Rectangular Line
REFRIGERATOR & FREEZER

and Mrs. Girtha Jackson.
Standing is Mrs. Bettye

Wilson, chairman.
(Henry Ford Photos)

Kelvinator Foodarama - Washer & Dryer

Rectangulap
ColorTV
KELVINATOR
AUTO WAStiER F. DRYER COMBINATION '
As Low As 12 50 Per Wk
PLAQUES TO OUTSTANDING
GRADUATES—Mrs.
Lavetta
G 1 o v er-Watson,
center, of LeMoYne's Physical
education
depart-

ment, presents plaques for
outstanding service to two
of the college's 1967 graduates, Miss Haze11 J. Glover, left, who was Pep

Squad captain two years,
and Miss Lora Ann Greene,
captain of the drill team
four years.

Art Gilliam
Gets Master's
At Michigan

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CABINETS
IN ALL THREE RECTANGULAR SIZES

Herman A. Gilliam, Jr., son
o: Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam,
Sr., of 1283 S. Parkway east,
received the master's degree
in actuarial science during
graduation exercises it e 1 d
June 2 at the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Mr. Gilliam
entered
the
graduate school of the University of Mich iga n after
graduating from Yale university with the class of 1963.
Following his first year, he
entered the U. S. Air Force
H. A. GILLIAM, JR.
Reserve and worked at Universal Life Insurance company's will return to Universal Life.
home office.
His father is personnel adHe is presently working at ministrator and a vice presithe accounting office at the dent of Universal Life
University

of

and Insurance company.

Michigan

THE ALL-RECTANGULAR
LINE MOTOROLA

HAIR COLORING
Rides That CRAY
The Lasting Way
In yrst ty treept.tes
44\
even
dull, faded. hair becomes younger looking,
dark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND
Hair Coloring won't rub off
or wash ont. Sate with prrnunentt,too. Try STRAPID.

se home .

Kelvinator

NEW 211cu•ft•
,FOODARAMA
1111,411 F00110.001.0 fiat
fligik twin: es stror‘ es ys4ie

sitid seisi-oers*.r.

• am`

COMPUTE—
NOTHING
74, ELSE TO euv

Atts
STRAND HAIR COLORING
Choice of 5 natural shades:
let Block---elack---Dark Brown
Medium Brown —Light Brown.

L.

REFIGERATOR FREEZER

Nots'sa *is impost, yes Clive-

ONLY 98*

Ask for it at your druggist.

From the PREMIER SERIES in fruitwood finish
on
genuine Ckerry veneers and select hardwood
solids.

111111ifat.

Full width vegetonic crisper ...
Deep door shelves
. Chilil ,.afety
magnetic coors . .
Egg storuye shelves
. Lighted interior
All, porcela in
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2889 BR

OAD AVENUE
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As Low As '2.50 Per Wk.

MEMPHIS , TENN.
36861,
HOLESALE OE AIL

Ow& tOrr

Beautiful ITALIAN
PROVINCIAL

BUFFALO !CATFISH,
1.0i3STEUTAIL;,

DINING ROOM SUITES

iT

OYSTEKSIIIMPI

MILETVCARP
II

COUPON
BUFFALO F ISM CO.

FRESH WATER BIG BONE
BUFFALO FISH

1 LB FREE
MEMPHIS

2811 1160A lls

NO
DOWN
PAYMENT
EASY TERMS

Pr Li. 65C
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 3 LBS.
WITH COUPON

324 3681

NO

MORE-AT DONALD'S!

SCHOOL TIMMER'S
PLAN ALWAYS
AVAILABLE AT

DONALD'S

See our beautiful Louis

XIV Hand Carved French
Provincial

SOFAS and CHAIRS
In beautiful Fruitwood
or Antique White
Finish

SALE PRICES

?I

•

`7•

•,•
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Cleveland To Be Site
Of Prince Hall Meet
More than 20,000 persons will, for all — but also believes that
Converge on Cleveland August all social problems must be
20 for the weeklong 74th annual, pressed constantly and systeconvention of the Prince Hal! matically to satisfactory soluShriners, second largest group tions through court procedures.
within U.S. masonry.
Roscoe C. Washington, im- Paul L. Wordring, Sr. ilperial potentate of the Ancient lustrious potentate of El Hasa
Egyptian Arabic Order of Temple, No. 28, the host temple
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, for the Cleveland convention,
announced yesterday that he has issued a warm invitation,
and other officials already Washington said, to shrine
have been in Cleveland, work- nobles, their families and their
friends.
ing out convention details.
He appeared on WJMO, a He added that the general
Cleverand radio station, as public also is invited to attend
guest of the -Noon With Nor. a public session of the convenma- show, and set forth for tion, to be held at 2 p.m. Aug.
Cleveland listeners the pro- 20 in Cleveland'*-Statler Hotel,
R. Sargent Shriver is to be
gram for the August Conventhe main speaker.
tion.
At a Cleveland press conference. Potentate Washington
also explained that Prince
Hall Shrinedom is a benevolent
and charitable organization,
making a variety of medical
VIPS AT TENNESSEE STATE with top two students hi the William N. Jackson, dean of
and educLtional financial
— During commencement ex- graduating class. Luther Mar- the faculty. Mr. Kindel' is a
grants, including substantial
ercises
at Tennessee State last ian Kindall, Nashville, and psychology major, and Miss
Research
aid to the Legal
week,
the
camera
caught Gladys Jean White, Lebanon, White a science education maH.
Lenoir
N.
C.
Foundation of the .NAACP. One RALEIGH,
President W. S. Davis talking Tenn. Looking on at left is Dr. jor.
general
of
director
present
Cook.
ambitious
most
its
of
plans is t raise funds to en- ,ztudies at Shaw University
large its program of scholar- has announced that the regular
ships for young men and wom- summer school session of eight
weeks will begin on Monday
en.
Mr. Washington told the June 19, and end August 11,
Cleveland press that the shrine with classes being held on SatsesicAce Loomis pare...so PROORIODE GOMM Mollies...Seale& 1111.1.A. ellari.LTD DISTIL RP NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO4TTACe
believes firmly in civil rights urdays.

Summer Classes
At Shaw U.
Begin June, 19,

Tardy Books Premier
Will Cost You
To Get
Nickel-A- Day

Sw iAng INTO Spring
41-1

272-7561
987 UNION AVENUE
"Vie Mid-South', Yo, 1 LincelmMercury °cote,

all
service to
Improved
public library users is expected
to result from an increase in
overdue fines announced by
C. Lamar Wallis, director of
the Memphis Public Library
system, and Julian D. Serrill.
Shelby County librarian, in a
recent joint statement.
Starting July 1, 1967, overdue
fines on adult material in all
city and county public libraries
will be increased to five cents
a day. The fine on children's
books will remain at the present two cents a day.
At the same time Mr. Serrill
said that two-week loan periods,
would be increased to 28 days
on the same date.
Standardizing fines and loan
practices throughout all of
Shelby County eliminates co
fusion for the many residents
who use both library systems.

Of Bahamas
Elks' Award

Grand Exalted Ruler Hobson
R. Reynolds of the Improved,
Benevolent Protective Order
of Elks of the World, announced
that the Honorable Lynden Osc2r Pindling, Premier of the
Bahama Islands has been selected to receive the 1967 Lovejoy Award.

L. 0. PIN DLING

AUFU MA11;

2586 POPLAR
SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT
1966 Cadiilac-Cpe. DeVille
Yellow w black vinyl top,
Fully equipped. All power,
Air - Factory.

1964 Cadillac-C. DeVille
Fully equipped, oil power,
Gray W black vinyl top,
Factory Air-cond.

1962 Cadillac-Coe. DeVille
White W 'Red leather int.,
fully equip., all power,
factory oir-cond.

1965 Buick-Electra 225
4 Door, All Power, fully
equipped,
Factory
aircond.
1964 Buick - Wildcat,
4 Door, Hord Top, Beige,
wiBlock vinyl top. fully
equipped, all power, tilt
stern, Air.
1964 Buick -Electra 22
Convertible, Yellow wit
black top, all power, tit
Stern.

1965 T -Bird - Black Cher,
Red, all power,
equipped, Air.

Fully

1966 Cadillac - Sedan De
Ville, 4 Door, Fully Equip.
All power, air cond.
1965 Gran Sport - Red wit
block top, magnet wheels
bucket seats, factory equip
RCA Ti-rife color tube with Perrne-Chrosine 59e.
plified color-quick tuning 25,000 volt picture
power RCA solid copper circuits

ORDER BY PHONE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

1964 T-Bini - Fully equip.
all power. Most see to
appreciate. A cream puff.
UP TO 36 MONTHS
TO PAY

Mr. Reynolds added that the
coveted Elks citation would be
presented to Premier Pindling
at the public meeting of the
Elks Civil Liberties Department
on Monday, August 28, at 2 pm.
during the 68th Grand Lodge
Convention to be held in Los
Angeles, Calif. at the StellerHilton Hotel.
The Hon. Lynden Oscar Pindling, Premier and Minister for
Tourism and Development, is
the second man to head a Government in the Bahamas since
the tiny Colony adopted a ministerial form of government in
January, 1964, and the first to
be so chosen under its new
Constitution.
Mr. Pindling is the son of a
Bahamian seaman's daughter
and father who emigrated to
the Bahamas more thn 40
years ago. Born March 22,
1930, the younger Mr. Pindling
attended the Government High
School in Nassau from 1943
to 1946, during which time he
was the Colony's sprint champion.

He left the Bahamas for the
first time at the age of 111 to
attend the University of London, where he received the
degree of LL.B in 1952. He was
called to the English Bar, Middle Temple, as a Barristerat-Law in January, 1953, and toi
the Bahamas Bar in August of!
that year.
Mr. Pindling joined the Progressive Liberal Party shortly
after its formation in 1953
and was elected to the House
of Assembly for Southern District in 1956, when he was
named Leader for the Party.
He was elected senior member
for South Central District of
New Providence in 1962 and the
following year became chairman of the PLP. He relinquished the post of PLP chairman in 1965 because of the
pressure of his legislative duties, and to make room for
rising talents within the Party.
Now a leading lawyer, with
chambers in Nassau and Freeport, the Premier is married
to the firmer Marguerite Mc
Kenzie, 34, of Long Bay Cays,
Andros (a part of his present
continency). They have two
sons, Lynden Obafemi, 7, and
Leslie Oscar, 5, and a daughter,
Michelle Marguerite, 4. They
live in a comfortable residence f
on Nassau's Soldier Road.
,
Mrs. Pindling, a trim, pretty
woman whose civic activities
have made her a public figure
in her own right, stated in her
first press conference that
almost the entire 11 years of
their marriage had been spent
in the political arena.
For her part, Mrs. Pindling
is taking on the mantle of
leadership placed on her by
her husband's success. In her
own press conference the new
Premier's Lady urged Bahamian young women to become
more active in public affairs.
The Lovejoy Award was
conceived in 1949 during the
Elks Grand Lodge Convention
in San Francisco, California.
It is presented each year to
that person, "regardless of
race, or color, judged most
distinguished for service rendered humanity during the
previous year".

Classified Ads...
AMERICAN

AUTO
MART

"CLOTHES FOR SALE"
THE SIFINGINGEST
HIGH FASHION CLOTHES
On Sale for 15 a up!
Cocktail and Casual Ensembles
Junior Size 5
CALL 278-6195
PETS
Quality GERMAN REEPERrig. MCC
MI White. Extra Large. Gra ndah Ir•
won ehampionship In Mid-Routh. Con
health guaranteed.
$000
MN-730i
4030 Irsiehmi

PEW
EnBeitiVat CO:
Tuarrts-RoaCREI
PATER BUGS-RATS
Lkensel aid Pause
CALL us Wow YOU AR.
EMBARRASSED
,wwE KILL T9

U111°
.

CALL

O.Z. EVE'ItS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

CAN YOU USE

(ASV
CITY FINANCE
8
MORE

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
WIRT lift 04'
.17 PRITIRINII St
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wNOTICE

•

THAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

171I it 171 REAL STREET IA 6.5300,

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162.164.10 SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 64450

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to yon weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's lame

Address

Number of papers wanted weekly
number
Mail to: fl-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Phone

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
Locations:

The Tri - State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following
ALE \ ANDER SUNDRY
3S7 Leath
Al.-DALE CASH GROCERY
862 wellingtan
527-81S0
BUNGA LIN SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Breed Avenue
BELLS SUNDRY
043 Lauderdale
526-9940
F,e Delivery Open 7 Days
0 a.m. - 12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
;ILL() College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Worm.
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mi•eiseieel
FORD ROAD DR1VE-1111
3199 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2523 Pork Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAwKiNS GRILL
1247 E. Mc Loam*
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vence Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lalrie Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Avenue
452-3101
Speedy Delivery

KAUFFMAN DRIVE.1N
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1282 Valient,„,
226-9506
Fresh Meats & V.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Valliant:nit
272-3112
F.... Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vence
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Tow. NewsStarers
N,10 Main
526.9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE.
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG =2
209 Beole
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 ft. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Cornett
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Petkway E.
948.4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SI1VE12 STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLentore
948.4576
Pres. & Del. Ser.
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526.97: Prescription3 & Drug*
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Servic•
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 vanes
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. MeLaitnore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
N•wspopers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526.9920
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